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COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK.

Volume CV1I; No.39

MOTORCYCLES HIT Murray State Enrollment ACTUARIAL BUREAU YBMC Has Dinner RAGSDALE SELECTS Fair Opens Today With New
at Kentucky Dam FOX AS CHIEF AIDE
4LOOSE GRAVEL;
EXAMINES
HOMES
and Bigger Array ofExhibits
Exceeds
All-Time
Record
FOUR ARE INJURED
IN MURRAY TODAY
IN NOVEMBER RACE
Band is Scheduled
YOUNG DEMOCRATS College
K. C. Frazee and T. T. ElkMrs. J. D. Wall is Still UnJohnson Campaign Manager
For Concert Saturday
ins Head Committee
conscious After Sunday
Lists Other Election
Afternoon
TO
Which Welcomes
MEET
FRIDAY
Wreck; Others Better
Officials
Guests

irmers
cation
cres.

Group Hears Forrest C. Pogue. at
Gilbertsville Site on
Monday Night

SAVE YOUR EVERGREENS
BY SOAKING IN WATER
TWO TIMES PER WEEK

VEHICLES

COLLIDE
ON COLDWATER ROAD

Loose gravel was said to be the
cause Sunday night for a collision
of two motor cycles on the Coldwater-Mayfield highway two miles
north of here, an accident which
resulted in critical injuries for Mr.
and Mrs. J. D. Wall, young married couple riding the lead motorcycle. and in severe bruises to
James Browder, Fulton, and Miss
Margaret Gresham, Hopkinsville,
both Murray State College students, riders of the second machine.
,The accident Occurred about 7
o'clock Sunday ' night + when the
machine duet was retUrning to
Murray. Wall, driving in the lead.
aniv. the tar and gravel looming
up in front, but thought his machine would take it. The motorcycle plowed into the gravel, careening and out of control, and the
motor driven by Browder crashed
Into it from behind. Neither machine was going at an excessive
rate of speed.
Mrs. Wall, the worst injured of
the quartet, was said by hospital
officials today to be inscritical condition. She has a brain consussion and possible fracture, and
critical internal injuries. She has
not regained consciousness. Wall's
plight is said to be more favorable.
All four are in local hospitals.
Miss Gresham is the daughter of
Mr, and Mrs. John Logan Gresham
of Hopkinsville. She enrolled at
Murray State College last Monday. Mrs. Wall, the former Mary
Cole of Hardin, is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Wildy Cole of Ft.
Worth, Tex_ and is a granddaughter of Perry Hicks of this county.
-W*14-----iii-41sesaens-e1-Mrs-an4 Mrs.
.
Stanley Wall. Murray.
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Growers In Calloway county who
expect to sell strawberry plants
next year will have their plots
tesked for the strawberry crown
boNr during the second week in
October, County Agent J. T. Cochran said Tuesday.
He said farmers who plan to sell
plants next year may get in touch
with the State inspector by leaving their names and addresses in
the county office. The inspector
will then visit each farm listed.

Thomas Farley
To Lead Society
at Murray High
The Chickasaw society of the
Murray high school Friday elected
Thomas Farley, star quarterback
and co-captain of the Tiger football-team, as- president; Gene.Pat-.
Louise
vice-president;
terson.
Shackleford, secretary; Hal Kingins, treasurer; and Hugh Grey Erwin, sergeant-at-arms.
The cheer leaders are Martha
Jo Crass, Nancy Wpitnell, Ray
Waggoner. and Robert Ward. Richard Jones, Frances Sledd, land
Marion Treon constitute the ilrosgram committee. The Chickasaws
will give a program October 6 in
the high school auditorium.

Boyce,Taylor Book
Gives'_ History of
Noted Local Pastor
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ATTEND YOUR CALLOWAY COUNTY FAIR TODAY. FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
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If the dry weather continues,
valuable evergreen shrubbery
may be lost to many Murray
property-owners.
From
the Murray
Nurser/
comes the information that if
evergreens are sdaked in water
twice each week—not only the
ground around them watered
but the plant itself soaked,—
there will be no danger in the
shrub's dying.
We have received several reports from families who have
lost some of their evergreens
during this prolonged strouth.
Maybe you can save -your
shrubbery.
, •

Ruskjer's Topic
Is Armageddon
Seventh Day Adventist Will
terpret The Present War in
Terms of Biblical Prophecy
"The Battle of Armageddon in
the Light of Bible Prophecy" will
be the lecture topic of Eld. S. A.
Ruskjer, Seventh
Day Adventist
minister and business manager of
the Mason hospital. in an address
Sunday night in the Hazel high
school auditorium scheduled to
take pldce at 7:30.
Ruskjer's thesis will contain his
views on the questions When,
where, and by whom will the
Battle of Armageddon be fought?
Is the present war the final one?
What kingdoms are represented by
the lion, bear, leopard, and the
fourth beast of Daniel? Why did
the "War to end war" fought 25
years ago not end war?
_Ws. Hickok will be la _ctuitge.
of the songs arid music at the
program, which will be featured
by marimba solos of C. Malone.
and
quartet
numbers.
Gospel
songs will be illustrated by means
of stereopticon slides. The lecture will be illustrated by handpainted charts.
"Rverjesne is interested to know
whether according to Bible prophecy the United States will be involved in future or present wars,"
Huskier said. -The Bible answers
all these things, as will be pointed
out in the lecture Sunday night."

Mrs. West Dies in
Lynnville Tuesday
Of Heart Disease
Mrs. Amanda West, 72, who-died
Tuesday after an 8-.weeks' illness
of heart disease at her home near
Lynnville, was buried Wednesday
morning at the Seay cemetery. Funeral services were conducted at
the Ly'nnville Church of Christ.
Mrs. West was a member of the
Antioch Church of Chrst.
She is survived by three daughters, Mrs. R. H. Burton, Mrs. Beatrice Jones, and Mrs. Mary Lou
Lamb; two sons Jesse and James
West; a sister, Mrs. Paralee Cantor,
and a brother, John Brooks.

SCHOOLS COOPERATE
IN HOME INSPECTION

The Voting Business Men's Club
paid the first official visit of any
civic organization to the Kentucky
Dam at Gilbertsville last Monday
night, and held its dinner meeting
there in the new cafeteria. The
members inspected the
various
operations and were greatly insprowled with the progress already
made in the dam's construction.
group was welcomed by
Rollert M. Hosington, head of the
ty management of the TVA
in 'Isarea, and by Luther Dratfen. President of the LTVA. L. J.
Hai-4n, secretary of the LTVA
and member of the club, introduced Draffen. Bill Slayden, member -of the club and an attorney
for the TVA here in Murray. acted a. host and made all arrangements. Dr. Forrest C. Pogue, of
Murray State College, gave the
prin(Opal address of the evening
an 4ppeke on the- war situation .inEurope. Mayor George Hart gave
a reeponse to the TVA's welcome.
Those present included Wells
Oveebey, George Hart, Boody Russell..Preston Ordway, Claude Miller, Nat Ryan Hughes, Henry Holton, John S. Neal, T. Sledd, Clifton Thurman, John Herman Trotter. 'John Rowlett. Bob Carney,
Bill Swann, Vernon Stubblefield,
Jr., 'irony Thurman, Harry Broach,
Tom. McElrath, George Williams,
Price Lassiter, Pete Farmer, Van
Valeptine. Duple-Jones, Bill Slayden. I Herschel Corn, Waylon Rayburn, L. J. Hortin, Chas, L. Robertson. Gene Boyd. Harry Sledd,
A. IT Kopperud, E. B. Howton,
Max Hurt, T. Waldrop, A. B. Austin. Guests included Lloyd Allbritton, Luther Draffen. Luther
Robertson, and Forrest C. Pogue.

'Members of the Murray Rotary
Club, city officials, and insurance
agents this morning welcomed representatives of the Kentucky Fire
Prevention Association, led by E.
A. Parsons, secretary, Louisville,
as they converged on this city to
inspect it for fire hazards. A special Murray welcoming committee,
led by Karl C. Frazee. local insurance man, and T. T. Elkins, secretary of the Chamber- of Commerce,
met ttie sielisgaticm as it arrived in
town- lasUrright: '
A formal welcome took place today at noon with the Rotary Club
hosts at a luncheon to the visiting
Actuarial Bureau agents. Speakers
addressed the high school, students
at Murray State College, and the
Douglas colored high school with
reference to fire prevention in
programs this morning.
Forms have been issued to Murray high school students and have
been filled out by their parents
as to the conditions of then various homes with reference to fire
hazards. These forms were collected by the insurance field men
for inspection.
Prior to and following the luncheon at noon today the field men
conducted a survey of Murray,
visiting various bileieess houses and
pointing out conditions which they
deemed hazardous for fires.
Posters all last week were placed
-in prominent windows about town
calling the attention of the citizenry to fire prevention.
Visiting fire insurance agents
met with the Murray Fire Prevention committee last night at the
_MAXFIELD. Ky.. Sept. 28—The
National 1ioLeT and planned the Kentucky - Tennessee Light &
schedule for today.
Power Company is not interested
posing of the power plant in
in
AMONG WEEK'S BIRTHS
Ma eld. the city council learned
Dr. A. D. Buttei-worth s office last.
announces the totlowing -births:
The council last year notified the
Kenneth Byron Cromwell, '7 1-2 utility firm the city looks with
pounds. September 23, son of Mr. favor
purchase of the
toward
and Mrs. Kelly Cromwell, North combined water and light prop12th street; Wilma Laverne Brit- erties in connection with the TVA.
tain, 10 pounds, da,ughter of Mr
One source said the water plant
and Mrs. Billy Brittain, North 15th might be offered but the city
street, September 24th, and a boy. council and mayor stated they
8 3-4 pounds, born to Mr. and Mrs. are not interested in separate buyjsennis Hale, west of the city, Sep- ing, but the combined water and
tember 25th.
light facilities.

The

Utility Not Intprested
in Sale of Power Una

Democrats to Open
Warsaw Surrenders Under Nazi
Campaign October 7
Barrage; French Army- Forges On
at Mt. Sterling, Ky. New Firm Begins
An official announcement last Wednesday on a possible GermanBusiness Locally
LOUISVILLE. Ky., Sept. 28—
night from Berlin said Warsaw I Soviet military pact.
Kentucky Democrats will formally
Washers
Selling
had unconditionally capitulated on I In Bucharest, Rumania's King
open their campaign at Mt. Sterling. Saturday, October 7, J. Lyter
Donaldson, states party campaign
chairman, announced today after
a series of conferences with party
leaders and various members of
the Democratic state ticket.
Keep. Johnson,_ .litchinond editor, the party's nominee for Governor, in an addrese at the rally
Is especting definitely•-to outline
the issues upon which the party
will carry its fight for re-election
to the voters of Kentucky. All
members of the state ticket will
be on the speaker's rostrum and
introduced to the audience.

Beginning
this
week. Speed
Queen washing machines will be
sold in Murray.
M. G. Richardson. representing
the M. G. Richardson Company
of Mayfield, has established a
"businesi- at the Economy Feed
Store and will carry on his business from that center until January 1 when he will move his entire plant from Mayfield here ,and
operate from an exclusive building.
Richardson was formerly connected
with the Mayfield Appliance Company.

Sigmund Freud, Father
of Psychoanalysis, Dies

LONDON. Sept. 28—Prof. Sigmund Freud, famed originator of
"H. Boyce Taylor—the Man", a psychoanalysis, died at, his Hamp10 stead, London, home shortly bebooklet containing
32-page
Chapters, is now off the press and for midnight Saturday. He was
available at this office.
83 years old.
Written by Edward Freeman,
'Prophet Of Sub-Conscious'
the booklet was first published
Sigmund Freud' long was known
serially in The Ledger & Times. as "the father of psychoanalysis,"
In its preseht• form, it has been but in the later years was more
slightly revised. It gives in ana- accurately described as "the prolytical and fitsychological fashion phet of the sub-conscious." His
the biography of Mr. Taylor, fea- ressearches in the dim recesses of
turing the snajor and significant buried human thought brought
details of hls life from the time him world-wide acclaim and many
be Was called to Murray as minis- honors, but in the end his religiter of the Murray Baptist church ous heritage of Judaism made him
1897 until his death in 1932.
a victim of Nazi anti-Semitism
Regardless of one's denomina- after "anschuluss" of Germany and
- tional faith, the volume has a deep Austria and on June 4. 1938, he
inspirational and spiritual signifi- fled his beloved Vienna to pass
cance, those who have read it pro- his final days in London exile.
claim.
Then 82 years old and afflicted
with throat trouble which had
bothered him since 1923, he arrived in the British capital virtually penniless. All his property
In Vienna had been confiscated and
it was said later that he had been
allowed to depart only after an
Murray Pbst No. 75 of the emerge cy committeeof the AmerThursSwill..mee_t.
Amerit
eah
Association
1-4109_11
ican_ Jiychpanalytic
day night of next week at the had raged $8,400 with which to
courthouse here to discuss mat- pay to the German government a
tees of important consequence. debt owed by -The International
'Commander Bryan Wiley said to-. Psychoanalytic Veiliag," a magazine which Freud had founded.
day.
Tolley asked that every ex•erv: gs-Sht the octogenarian philosopher
the
member
of
whether
a
did carry to London most of his
Ice man,
Legion or not, attend thes meeting library and also took with him the-

American Legion
To Meet in Murray.
On Thursday Night

Breaking all previous records
for fall enrollment, 1,075 students
have registered at Murray State
College. officials announced today.
This number represents an increase of approximately 25 per
cent over the figures of a year
ago.
Including the 435 enrolled in
the Training School. the total number of students on the Murray
campus is now 1510.
The previous all-time high for
the autumn session at Murray was
established in 1931-32 when 1022
persons registered in the college
proper. The second semester of
that same year saw 1189 students
enrolled, a figure that may be
reached before present registration closes on October 2.•
Registration for Murray's "17th
fall semester began Monday, September 18, when ,974 students enrolled, let:sign 411-iiine high in one
day at Murray. Classwork •began
September 19. The last day to
register for maximum credit was
Monday, September 25, although
limited credit may be obtained
with registration as late as October 2. .
No change has been announced
in the dates set for the Thanksgiving
recess—November 29-December 4. Christmas holidays are
scheduled for December 20-January 2. The fall semester officially
closes January 26.
Changes instituted tips year. Include Saturday morning classes.
chapel only on Wednesdays, 8
o'clock opening of classei, and
various curricular modifications.
To care for the increase in enrollment, seven new members have
been added to the faculty.
The Murray Thoroughbreds open
their football season with Middle
Tennessee at Murfreesboro September 29. The first home game
is scheduled for October 6 ,with
Morehead.

partly completed manuscript of a
Biblical analysis. This work, it
was said, would explain "the subconscious fears and wishes" of the
people in the Bible.
It was Freud who first broadcast tire theory that all the mental
Ills of humankind could be traced
directly to civilization's restraints
People
upon sexual impulses.
generally were slow to- stake to
this idea but in the years following the World War his adherents
became numerous and constituted
a veritable cult. Freudians began
to talk about their "complexes,"
became conscious of "repressions"
and chatted glibly about "inhibitions." As the cult spread thousands set themselves up as pyschoanalysts and probed into the
thoughts and even the dreams of
patients.
Freud held that dreams were an
attempted outlet for ideas and
impulses, held back in the subconscious mind by inhibitions. By
persuading his patients tb confess
their dreams, he said he gained
confirmation of many of his theories and, meanwhile, brought relief to troubled minds.. ,
.
Freud's
was
personal
life
virtually devoid of the abnormal.
He was born May 6. 1856, at Freiburg. a. _German community in
Moravia, of -Jewish parents. When
he was tour the family. nioy,ed to
Vienna, and there he remained
until 1938.
•

the 20th day of siege.
Carol made short work of eight
Radio dispatches from Warsaw pro-Nazis accused of assaassinating
earlier had said the city was a the Rumanian prime minister Calvirtual 'Inferno" as 200 German ineseu last Wednesday. All eight.
planes roared overhead dropping! and others of their partyssfaced
bomb after bomb.
firing squads.
. The announcement Ot:the,
aitional capituation said that 100,000 Polish troops, including the
garrison of Warsaw, were surrendering.
From Paris came the information that French artillery yesterday
wiped out portions of the
Eld. W. C. Taylor, missionary in
German Siegfried line between
Brazil and brother of the late
Merzig and Serarbruecken as the
entire western front blazed with H Boyce Taylor of Murray, will
preach Sunday and Sunday night,
heavy cannonading.
October 8, in regular services at
The Soviet radio in Moscow said
today that a Soviet freighter, Met- the Memorial Baptist church imtalist, was sunk yesterday near mediately prior to his return to
Nerve
Bay. off the Esthonian South America, church officials
coast, by an unidentified subma- said here today.
Elder Taylor, well known here,
tine. The announcement said 19
has frequently returned to Murray
of the Mettalist crew were saved
and Western Kentucky to speak
but five were missing.
of the, work in
i foreign_fields.
Residents of Tallinn, the Estonian capital, already worried by
developments from the
SovietGerman conquest of Poland, were
frightened yesterday by the appearance of warplanes which they
believed were Russian.
It was
the second such occurrence in 24
.
hours.
Murray State College's freshWinston
Churchill in, London man football team will go to Memdeclared no BrItish ships were phis Wednesday night to play the
damaged in an attack Tuesday by fresh of Southwestern University
20 Nazi planes in the North Sea. at Crump Stadium in their opensThe visit of
German foreign ing game of the season, it was reminister Joachim Von Ribbentrop ported here this morning.
to
Moscow
caused
speculatien
,The game originally had been
siheduled to be played on the
Murray field, but conflicts made
the engagement here inadvisable.

Eld. W. C. Taylor
To Speak October 8
At Memorial Church

Freshmen Will Meet
Southwestern "11" in
Memphis Weanesday

Thomas A. Elkins
Dies Near Hazel
Wednesday Noon i

Thomas A Elkins. 88, died near
Hazel at New Providence at noon
Wednesday in the home of Elijah
Lynnville with whom he had lived
for a long period.
A citizen of this county, practically all his life, Mr. Elkins was
a- merriber df
Chitral Of ChtiSt.
His wife preceded him in death
about 4 -years Funeral arrangements were not announced imediately.
Survivals ari‘two daughters, Mr9.
zinnia Alexander,'Flint, Mich, and
Mrs.'Lola Burton, Detroit. -

The Weather

,Fair today; somewhat eboler tot
Although a general rain is
ot predicted for this week, scattered showers are probable over
the week-end and increasing cloudiness followed by rain the first of
nezt._ seek.
With pastures drying up, ponds
and cisterns dry, rural residents
in many cases have had to haul
both Mock and home water. Late
pasture crops have been virtually
ruined. September thus far has
been.the hottest similar - month on
record.
44.

PRECINCT WORKERS
ALSO APPOINTED

Assembly Is Called -by President
19111Ington at 7:30 o'clock
In Courthouse

FAIR LIKELY TO BE
LARGEST IN HISTORY

Everything is in readiness for
Guy Billington, president, an- the Calloway County Fair opening
nounced Tuesday the Young Demo- today and continuing through Fricratic Club will meet Friday night day and Saturday this week at the
at 7:30 in the courthouse, and at Association and Overby tobacco
that time will elect officers, make barns.
a decision as to the extent CalThe general program has been
Other committee appointments loway county will participate in announced through this paper and
are as follows: Finance. George the State Convention of Democrats in the catalog, but a few items
Hart. J. M. Marshall, Bob Doran, in October, and will discuss the that have been overlooked or added
Tom Turner, and Jack Farmer; club's participation in the general to the fair are as follows:
Speakers,
Wells Purdom, Hall election this fall.
Hafford Parker, president or-the
Hood, Judge John Clepton, GarAccording to Billington. Callo- Calloway Sportsmens Club, and
land Neale, and Cattle Hale; Pub- way county has always been rep- his committee
of Jbhn Rudy Oury
licity, John S. Neal, Kirby Jen- resent& by a large
and Huron Jeffrey-are rnakiag
,slitiegatiennings. and L. J. Bonin; Arrange- the State convention.
It will be' final preparations for the dog show
ments. -Mrs- Gladys Scott,Mrs. the plan of the club to conduei Which
WM be held. Friday - night.
Mabel Siress, Mrs. -Wells Over- a membership drive, since,
it was Entries are coming in fast and
bey, Mrs. N. P. Hutson, and Mrs. pointed
out, the membership de- Parker requested that all those
Clifford Melugin.
termines the number of delegates who still wish to do so may enter
The following precinct workers to be sent to the convention.
their dogs by seeing him by 6
have been appointed in each preBillington urged young Demo- p. m. Friday night and paying
cinct, two men and two womeo, crats in
schen:a—not of voting age the entry fee. The Sportsman's Club
to serve between now and elec- but between
the ages of -18 and 21 is also having an exhibit of old
tion and to assist in getting all to take
an active part in the cam- arms and hunting instruments, and
Democratic voters to realize the
paign because, he said, their in- any one having such articles are
importance of going to 'the polls
dustry ,would be training in a field rsquested to enter them in this exand voting. They are as follows:
in which they will soon be active hibit by Friday morning. In this
North West Murray, Cross Span,
department, the winner gets three
W. 0. Vaughn, Mrs. Chas. Hale. units.
passes to the Varsity Theatre; the
and Mrs. Gela Thompson: North
second prize is two passes, and
East Murray. Mrs, .Will Emerson,
the third prize is one pals.
Mrs. A. 0. Woods, Shelly Farris.
The College Band will play a
and Dewey Larripkins; South East
concert Saturday afternoon starting
Murray, Mrs. Jake Shipley. Stanup town at 1 o'clock and marching
ley McDougal, Mrs. Ruth Warterto the fair where the concert will
field, and Kirby Jennings; South
- --take place.
West Murray; Autry Farmer, Lu- Christian Church
Minister Has
ther
Robertson,
A parade of livestock including,
Miss
Frances
Wide Influence In
Whitnell, and Mary Russell Willhorses, mules, and cattle will be
Civic Affairs
iams; West Murray, Will Washer,
held Friday afternoon at 3 p. m.
Gus Robertson, Mrs. Willie Luter
There has been aeldea a new
By a nearly unanimous majority,
Baueum, and Mrs.' Ernest Under- the congregation of
the First Chris- classification to the horses and
wood
tian church in a business session mules division, and will be styled
East Hazel, - Misi-43enrI Thompi here Sunday endorsed the action class 3A, as follows.- Hest nalive.
son. Mrs. Ptnk Curd Chas. Denhorse or filly. 1 to 1 years old.
the board in retaining_ A_
ham, and Hardy Curd; West Basel, Havens asas pastor for the 1940 year, first prize, $4, second, $2 and third
Con Milstead, W. D. Steely, Mrs. his fifth as pastor of the Murray $1,
Grace Wilcox, and Miss Modest church.
Ray Treon, superintendent of the
Brandon; Providence, Hoyt Craig,
Officials of the church said Mr. dairy show announces that dairy
Rudy
Hendon, Lucille
Grogan Havens' ministry has been Mc- cattle will be received up until
Jones. and Mrs. _Julia Wilson: Fair, cessful- to the -extent
the church noon Friday instead of li a m.
Galen Trevathan, Ellis Ross Pas- has paid
$1.500 of past indebtedness; as was previously announced.
chall, Mrs. Harold Broach, and attendance
No one will be allowed in the
at services has been
Mrs. Marvin Hill: South West Conmore than doubled; new hymnals show rings unless handling horses
cord. Clyde Sledd, Leonas Wyatt,
have been purchased; the church or cattle are being shown.
Mrs. Milburn Evans. and Mrs. RayAll Future - Farmers and 4-ff
has been redecorated; the first vamond
Hamlia; South
Concord,
Club
boys most present their 1938Mrs. W. B. Patterson, Noah Moody, cation church school in Murray his1939 record books, which have been
Chris McCuiston. and Miss Era tory was organized: a student work
certified
either by their agriculdirector
has
been engaged; more
Montgomery;
North
Concrad,
than $2,000 have been raised to tural teacher for the Future FarmGalen
Thurmond, Mrs.
Collie
Steele, Otis Lovins, and Mrs. R. underwrite the music program; ers or the County Agent for the
more new members have been re- 4-H Club 'Members. It is not reF. Mohundro.
ceived into the church than for quired that their project be on
South
Liberty,
Mrs.
Brown any like
dairy cattle, the record book in
period in its history.
Geurin, Bigham Futrell, Mrs. WalMr. Havens himself has played proper and complete condition is
ter Hutchens, and John Garland:
an important role in Murray's civic the best way to check the standing
Faxon, W. K. Holland, Lou Donof each club member_ This is a
aldson, Mrs. Arthur Hargis, Mrs. affairs. He is at present President
standard -condition at all district
Morris; North Liberty, Murray of the Murray Rotary club, presiand state fairs.
Ross, Mrs. Carlos Brooks, Mrs. dent of the Community Concert
A first prize of three passes to
Eulis Goodman, Treman Smith; Association, chaplain of the Ms rthe Varsity Theatre will be given
Almo, Keys Futrell, Myrtle Chap- ray boy scouts, a committeemember
for best handicraft and Scoutcraft
man, Mrs. J. R. Phillips, Kary of the Chamber of Commerce, and
Rose: Dexter, Mrs. Jess Culver, past president of the Murray chap- exhibits in the Boy Scout booth.
Second prize is two passes and
Lowell Culver, Esq. W. C. Robin- ter of the American Red Cross.
third prize is one pass.
son. and Mrs. M. T. Tarry; JackAll are invited to come and spend
son, Mrs. Otis Patton, 'Was Fulthree days at the Calloway County__
ton! J. P. Paschall, and hIrs...Head- Mrs.__Nix_ .Harris,.. and Mrs--I-laneFree -Fair as it pFomIses to be the
ly -gv7
ift;
— Kirksey.• DeVoe Reid. ford Doran: Lynn Grove, Ted
biggest and best yet. Murray welMrs. Mabel Starks, Mrs. Hallie Howard,
Mrs. Carl
Lockhart,
Dunn, and Sam Killebrew; North Jewell Sheridan,' Mi.s. Carman comes everyone on this gala ocBrinkley, Will Billington, Otis Miller; .Harris Grove, Ernest Kel- casion, and extends to all the keys
Bazzell, Mrs. Carl Hopkins, Mrs. so. Squire Graham Denham, Mrs. to the city.
Mabel Fuqua; South Brinkley, C. Irvans and Mrs. Connie ArmCochran,
Tommie
Mrs.
Rebel strong; and South Swann. George
Haneline, Mrs. Carl Christenbery, Jones, J. H. Reeves, Mrs. Mary
and Hill Adams; North Swann, Paschall Easley, and Mrs. ..Hassell
William
Caldwell, Bun
Swarm, Windsor.
Dewey Ragsdale. Keen Johnson's
campaign manager fur the fall
election announced today the appointment of Ira Fox as assistant
campaign manager for the

Church Reelects
Havens as Pastor

Richmond and Hart Stress
Ways to "Be Good Lions"

Stubblefield To
Be One Of 1940
Census Supervisors

An Associated Press dispatch
from Washington yesterday declared that Frank Albert Stubblefield, Murray,
'and Bert Kiser, Olive Hill, have received temporary
appointments as Kentucky area
supervisors for the 1940 census.
Census Bureau
officials said
Kiser and Stubblefield were among
.103 persons called here for a training course preparatory to beginning of _the census. Those who
qualify will be retained for the
duration of the census period.
Stubblefield, the son of Vernon
Stubblefield. Sr.. local Murray
druggist, managed Senator Alben
W. Barkley's campaign last summer in his Senatorial race with
Governor A. B. Chandler.

It was the second meeting of
James H. Richmond, president of
Murray State College, and George the Lions organization since the
Hart, mayor of the city of Murray, club was instaurated here two
addressed Murray's newly organ- weeks ago. A charter has not, yet
ized Lion's club at a lancheon here been granted:
Tuesday. Both pointed out requisities for becoming a good Lion. "One of the finest improvements
which could be brought to this,
city." President Richmond averred.
':would be the incorporation of College Addition with the city proper."
John S. Neal, editor of • the
The move has been under consideration for more than a year, Ledger & Times was a special
the hold-up being a satisfactory guest of Ralph Brausa of Murray,
adjustment between college and music instructor in the Dresden,
city insurance rates. College Addi- Tenn.., High Schol, at the Mayor's
tion residents have signed a peti- and Governor's Dinner in connection asking they be receiteed into tion with the Third Annual Sweet
Potato Festival held there last
the city.
According to the Murray College Thursday. Friday, and Saturday.
president, under whose administra- The dinner was held Friday noes.
Funeral services for Ervin B.
tion advanced work in agrictiltare Enormous crowds attended the
and a student farm have 'been event. The high light of the pro- Jones, 74, who died late Sunday
added to . the institution, one of gram was the big parade held at after et 6 months' illnets of Bright)
p. m last Friday at which time disease at his home in COidwater
the finest accomplishments the
Lion's club Could do would be to many high school bands and floats were conducted at the Coldwater
Baptist church Monday by the Rev.
cooperate with Calloway county participated.
The outstandirfg feature was that Cloys Lawrence Burial was in the
farmers and in influencing a diversity of enterprises on the farm_ the three best bands there were Young cemetery
Mayor Hart said. Murray was -allied and instructed by Murray
Mr._ Jones. a number .ol-tbe-Coid..large enough for a service club Rate College graduates: Dresden water Baptist church, is survived
such as the Lions (there already band. by Ralph: Brausa, Clinton. by his Wicitiw. Mrs. Mattie Jones:
is an international Rotary club in Ky., band, by John Thompson, and, by four children, Mrs. Tom CochMurray). He said one of the ne- Fulton. Ky.. band by Yewell Har- ran, Coldwater, Mrs. E. E. Rustcessities for being a good Lion rison. son of G. W. Harrison of ting, Paducah, Mrs. Alice Ethridge.
was to cooperate. -Let's work to- Murray. Ralph Brausa is the son Paducah, and Mrs. H. C. Carlton,
gether for the 'common good of of Mr and Mrs. R. E. Braust of Martin, Tenn: and two sons. Alvis
Murray.
Murray," he said.
and Lebett Jones. of this county.
••
•••„,

Three Beat Bands
At Potato Festival
Led By MSC Grads

Ervin B. Jones
Is Burkd Monday
In Young Cemetery
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ire Roach, Mr. and Mrs. Dale
Mrs. Loftin left' this afternoonlhurndred and fiTty. including Bap- Ben B. Keys.
The tea table was draped with
tist students at the college and
Tucker. and children, JOhn, Leslie for her home in Fort Myers.
HARRY I. SLEDD, Editor
• • • • s
several members of the local First a lace cloth, and early fall flowand hobble Lee, Mr. and Mrs. }(eland burning. candies completev.ers
Baptist Church, met Tuesday
sic Mayfield. Mr. and Mrs. Carl Lynn Grove P-TA Holds
ic --ed the decorations in the dining
c_hThurech
ening
at
Edwards and children, 4, C., Doris
es
Monthly Meet
grounds for a weiner roast and room. Mrs. T. W. Crawford and
and Donald. Mr. and Mrs. Norman
program Mrs. Alvis Outland presided at
The Lynn Grove P.T.A. met at campfire service.
Bennett and children, Charles,
punch bowl and were assisted
Norma, Jean, Louise and Shirley, its opening session September 14 was sponsored by the BSU of the the serving by
other members of
• in
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Theatt Mr. and with Mrs. Bun Swann presiding. college.
FollOwing the weiner roast and the Missionary Society.
Mrs. Johnnie B. Roach, Mr. and Twenty-six members were enrolled
About
eighty
guests Called beMrs., Sam Bagwell and children. and membership cards distribute.. %grille supper, the Rev. Warr&
After the reading of the minutes Huyck, pootor of—th-O FirSt -Baptist- aSeeen the hours of four and six.
Charles. Joe and Ted. Mr. and Mrs.
delivered an
s
Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
E E. Roach M. and Mrs. Jim by Mrs.-Bradburn Hale Mrs. Swann Church of Paducah,
the enDEXTER SCHOOL NEWS
afternoon each week.
Hutt and daughter. Kathryn. Mr. announced the program fur the en- inspirational address, and
the singing
and Mrs. Robey Prather and son. suing year would be health and tire group joined' In. .campfire.
by LOUISE THORN
Eltis Dayle. Mr, and Mrs. Lowell recreation. She also recommended of hymns around the
'Dr. and Mrs. E L. Garrett. Mrs.
This week ends the third morith
Hospital./ Graduates Honored
Smith and children, Donnie Joel, a subscription to the Kentucky Bulschool
and it is progressing
letin.
The
chairman
With Banquet Tuesday Evening Myrtle Garrett. Mrs. W. L. Willof
each
separof
and Shelby Joan, Mr. and Mrs.
Irvin Cobb Book Club Meets
rams. Lexington, dohs, Upton, Tonicely.
ate committee gave a talk on plans
Jones
Clarence
Mahler
and
son,
Mrs.
Bobbie
With
class
graduating
Members of the
ledo Elder and Mrs. S. A. HuskWe had two ball games Friday
Lee. Mr, and Mrs. Roy Riley and for the year.
Id the Mason Memorial hospital ier. Miss Ruth Bartlett. MoreThe Irvin Cobb Book club met with Utterback and Indepezidenglir
Chairmen of each committee folchildren. Hiram Thomas. and Gel&
were guests at a banquet in their land -Ky.. Miss Grace Bartlett, H.
yesterday
We
We won both games.
Mr. and Mrs. trl Mohler, Mr. and low: membership committee, Mrs. for the regular meeting
;honor at 'the National Hotel Tues- A. Jenks. Miss Pearl Blabey. E E.
of Mrs. scheduled to play Brooks Chapel Mrs. W. E. Brewer. Mr. ahd Mrs,, John Myers; finance committee, afternoon at the home
slay night. beginning at 7 o'clock. Moeris. -Paducah. William Martin.
Street.
Main
on
Robert
'A.Jones
Friday:
Charlie Bennett, Mr. and Mrs. 011s Mrs. Karl 'Lockhart; program cornDr. E. D. Fisher was toastmas- Mayfield. Mrs. Ella Kee. Mr and
Cuteiiin,' Mrs. Wells
We have finished our unit in
Roach and children, Robert In l and mittee, Mrs. 'Fleetwood Crouch; Mrs Carlisle
ter, and had as his theme "Mem- Mrs. M. W. Hickok. Miss MarMrs. health and are now ready to start
Curry,
C.
Overbey,
Mrs.
H.
hospitality
committee,
Mrs.
Gordon
Jimmie
Ray.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Odell
Exercises'.'
ories of Past Graduation
Marvin Fulton and Mrs. W. J. geography.
guerite Gatten, Ralph Wear, HerOrr and children. Fredia Dell, Max Crouch; publicity committee, Mrs.
Caplinger assisted in the hostess
*Others who spoke briefly were bert Lax. Jr., and Miss Mabel
The seventh and eighth grades
and Gela Ann. Mr. and Mrs. Charlie 'May Ford. Mrs. Cluis Butterworth duties.
.Arvel McAlexander. president of Harris.
have made booklets on trees.
Grugett, Mrs. Mettle Threatt and 'serves as vice-president, Miss Duithe graduating nurses: W. Hickok.
the
session
During the business
Mr. Grogan, county attendance
daughter, Lena Pearl, Mrs. Flora cie Swann, treasurer. After a 60- following officers
Dr. Ora K. Mason, Dr. E. L. Gar- Elmer Wilkhuon h Honored
were elected: officer, visited
our
school last
Smith, Mrs. Naomi Prather, Mrs. cial period the meeting adjourned Mrs. N. P. Hutson, chairmen; Mrs
rett. Elder S. A. Huskier, Dr. L.
On Sixtieth Birthday
week.
Bell Jackson, Mrs. M. A. Burgess, to meet next on ednesday, OctOtier John Neal, vice-chairman: Mrs. W.
.D. Hale. and Mrs. W. F. Skinner.
honor
roil
for
The
the second
Mrs Dixie Publin and children, 4.
Acquaintances gathered at' the
Mrs. Myrtle Garrett introduced
J. Caplinger, treasurer; and Mrs. month is is follows:
..
• •- • • •
home of Elmer Wilkinson WedJennie and Rebecca Ann, 'Brother
Dr. Fisher.
B. F. Scherffitts, librarian.
First grade—Doris Jean JackSeptemiSt•
20.
and
celenesday.
prelude
was
Lang.
Vernon
G.
R.
'Grugett,
beautiful
musical
Misses
_ A
Mr. And Mrs. Boone Are
Mrs. A. F. Yancey was program son, Joe Henry Thorn.
ha Prather, Lula Smith, Jessie
lurntshed by Chesney Malone .at brated his sixtieth birthday annichairman and pretented Mrs. W. E.
Given Patty
Second • grade—Joe Ann Mathis, - gs,
Roach, Winnie Roach. Zera Roach,
the marimba; Herbert Lax gave a versary. At the noon hour a
Derryberry who- played two piano Charles Skaggs, Bobbie Jean MorMozetle Roach, Wilma Prather, • Mr. and Mrs. Walter Boone were numbers, Miss Virginia Jones and ris.
solo, and Mrs. Nellie Gerst. To- boimtiful basket dinner was spread
Estell Roach, Amite Brewer, Outs honor guests Friday evening when Miss Jane Jones presented a dance
led°, gave two Vocal solos. Eld. S. and enjoyed by all.
Third grade—Billie Andrus, Ann
Youngblood and Dorothy Grugett, Mr. 'and Mrs. '0. B. Boone enter- number.
h. Huskier gave the invocation. .j. Those present were Mr. and
Haley, Eula Mac Stroup. Raymond
The table and room'were. deco-111re. Toy Phillips. Mr. and ,Mrs.
Messrs Camel Grugett, Conrad tamed with a bridge party at their
discussion Ccipeland, Luta Totirn.
inrormal book
An
rated with palms and ferns. Tea Arthur Flippo. Mr. and Mrs.
Brewer, Gene Roach, Voris Roach, home on South Sixth Street. and amAnnpgartthye pm
laetm
e bweasrs
Fourth
grade—Betty
Skaggs,
Mrs. George E. Overbey
roses set of the unique placecards. Aisle Slaughter. Mrs. Walton Ris
served during Marian Copeland, Roy Linn MorGarland Roach, Leon Mohler, GayWaiter
Boone
received
prizes
for
,
Red roses, purple asters, and pink ley. Mrs„ Jack Bailey. Mrs. Marie
..
social
hour.
Ion Roach, Herman Roach and Ray
the
ris.
•••••
high scores and Mr. and Mrs.
yladicilii furnished a cool and Thomas. Mrs. John McBride. Mr.
Mayfield.
Fifth grade—Bonnie Brown.
Fitters and Mrs. Boyce McClard and chilatmosphere.
receptive
Everybody had a nice' time and Boone were presented going-away Baptist Girls Are Entertar
.Sixth
grade—Harold
Hopkins,
gifts from the hosts and guests.
were miniature graduate-nuite-caps dren. Fanny. Mae and ' Boyce
At Tea
left
wishing
Mrs.
Grugett
many
Prynthia Cleaver. Hayes Pritchett.
Thursday. October S.
A party plate was served at the
tilled with nuts and mints. A de- Duain: Mr. and Mrs. Milburn Hol- EN-7# Nell Armstrong, Mary Sue
there
birthdays.
Seventh
grade—Tommy ErnstThe Missionary Society of the
conclusion of the - garnet
Mrs. F. E. Crawford, Mrs:'Ered
}rightful 3-course' dinner was -serv—land. Mrs. Earl--Lee. Mr. and Mrs.-. Mikr, Max Tutt. Frankie and Anberger. ,
Marvin Houston and 9011 Charles na Marie Travis.
Guests included members of the 'First Baptist Church gave a- tea
Schultz, Mrs. Fred Gingleis' arid
ed.
• • • • 4!
Eighth
aasci4.—
hots* Thorn,
Sew and So Cluls and their hus- Wednesday afternoon at the home
Graduates honored were Arvel Edwin. Mrs.-. -Cherlie Perry of
Mrs. Carman Graham will enter- Mrs. Loftin Is Entertained at
Mapiana Skaggs.
of Mrs.43en-11,--Kays- in honor
• Wilifer•on and thimble Wedding Is, Announced - lain• —the -Garden -Club -at' -two-- ----Series of Parties
bands.
-hicAlexander. et-dal-Grove. -Tenn; Paris; Tenn..
Baptist girls who are students
)diss Milba King. Dyersburg. Tenn.; children. Virginia Sue. Lurene arid
thirty at the home of Mrs. Craw,•
Most grass mixtures seeded in
Mrs J. _P. Loftin of Fort Myers.
Murray State College.
A double wedding of much inter- ford,
Miss Margaret • Gilmore. Spring- Martha Lee. Mr. aria Mrs. Joe
'Mrs. Kirk Entertains
Fla., who `4s been the guest of
Guests were received by Mrs. Laurel county had Italian -rye
•
eine. Tenn: Miss Imogene Brien. Towery and children. Dees and est to the many friends of the
Saturday Club
her sister, Mrs. J. R. Oury, for
Sam P. Martin, Mrs. Hugh McEl- grass in them, according to Coun-Calvert City. Ky.; Mrs. John Un- Royce Willard of Linnville; Mr. principals was that of Miss GeMrs. Ed Frank Kirk entertained rath, Mrs. Luther Dunn and Mrs. ty Agent Phillip Grimwood,
Ion, Toledo. Ohio; and Miss Mary end Mrs. L. B. Wilkinson, Mr. nella Hutson, daughter of Mr and served to thirty members and two the past ,week has-been delightfully
entertained with a series of parties. members of her bridge. club Satand _Mrs. Zeb Wilkinson. Charles Mrs. Conard Hutson of Buchanan. additional guests: Mrs.
Grace Dreher. Columbia. N. C.
•
Rainey T.
On Friday afternoon Mrs. E. J. urday afternoon at the home of
In attendance at the dinner Hillman Wilkinson. Treman Tow.• Tenn., to Thomas Nesbitt, son of Wens. of Omaha and
Mrs;
Joe
T.
Scale was hostess' at liFfigge in her' Mather, Mni. Charlie Hale.
were Dr. Ora K. Mason. Dr: W.. H. ety, •K Towery. Kenneth Slaugh- Tom -Nesbitt, of near Hazel. and laxett.
honor of Mrs. Loftin. The'
,high
The prize for' high score was
Mason. Mr. and Mrs. L E. Brown, ter. Miss Verda Slalighter. Miss that of Miss Audie Mitchell.
score
prize was won by Mira, awarded Mrs Gingles Wallis.
Miss Ruh' Rose, Drs. E. D. and Eron Flippo. Miss Dorothy. Mae daught6r oft Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Sparks-Humphreys Marriage
Mayme
Ryan
Hughes
and
the
low
Flippo,
Miss
Pauline
Houston__Mis.s
a
A dainty party plate was served
Katherine Fisher,' Miss Vera Fishhfiteheil of New Providence to, Is Of Interest
AOre prize by Mrs. Marvin Whit- at''the conclusion of the game.
er J. W. Smith Paris. Tenn.: Mrs Lorene Jackson, Mrs. Vessie • Mc. EdgarLinn. son of Mr. and Mrs.
• • • • •
Zeddie , Simonton. Toledo. Ohio: Clard and children. Joseph Frank- .Sherman Linn. of near HazeL
Many friends' in Murray will nel. Guest prizes were presented
Pr. and Mrs. L. D. Hale, Mrs. W. lin and Hazel Gray. Burnett Tay- -The. ceremony was solemnized at receive with cordial interest the Mrs. Loftin. Mrs, Gordon Banke.of NH.-Cainiset lillislaskary Society
Meets' •
• •
a". Skinner. Mrs. 0. J. Jenriirugs. lor. - Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Wilkin- Paris Saturday_
announcement' of the marriage of Fort Wayne. Ind., and Mrs. Gordon
Adrs. Nelife Gerst. Toledo Ohio; son. ,and daughter Virginia Nell.
Both brides were attired in teal Miss Willodean Sparks of St. Louis jolinston of Chicago.
Missiimary
SoThe
Mt.
Carniel
A party plate was served to
and Conn Linn Humphreys, formblue with navy arcessories. '
ciety hel dits regurins,rneeting this
As the Krooms were cousins both erly of Murray, which was beau- Mrs. Loftin, Mrs. Wells Ovrby, week and gave „the .foltqwing pc-6couples and, a few relatives met tifully soltmnized in Pittsburgh on Mrs. Joe T. Lovett, Mrs. Gordon gram:
,
Johnston, Mrs. Marvin Fulton, Mrs.
at the home
Mr. Nesbitt,- 'where September 11.
Song. All Hail 'the Power;'ScripADVICE ON FOOT
Mr. Humphreys is the son of H. E. Holton. Mrs. J. R. Oury, Mrs.
THE
WE TOOK
they were served a bountiful supture reading. Mrs, Gentle Bed per by Miss ha Nell. Nesbitt, sister Mrs. B. G. Humphreys and the Nat Ryan. Mrs. B. 0. Langston, prayer, Mrs. Gentle Bedwell, New
FOR SMART
COMFORT
and SHOES
and cousin of the grooms, who was late Mr Humphreys of Murray Mrs: Mayme Ryan Hughes, Mrs. Horizons of Home Mission SerTANG RIGHT OUT
and is a graduate of Murray State T. H Stokes, Mrs. E. S. Diuguid,
Special
Representative
from the
A
GLOBE TROTTERS assisted by a friend. Miss Hilda College
vice, Mrs. Lida Dunn; Religion in
Foot and Shoe Research DePart_tehere he was an out- Jr., Mrs. Marvin Whitnel- Mrs-. G.
Scharborough.
Tucker;
Life,
Mrs.
Emma
-Lou
AUTUMN
THE
Maker's
of
Health
OF
meet of the
standing - musician, specializing in B. Scott, Mrs: Gordon Banks. Mrs
'The Song at the Day's Close. Mrs.'
Spot Shoes will bc at OW store
wind instruments: He plays five H. I. Sledd ,and the following tea
Happiness
Tidwell;
The
Jessie
Bridge Club Meets With
different wind instruments and guests: Mrs. Rainey T. Wells of
Tues. Thru gat. Oct. 3-7
-AIR AND PUT
Habit, Mrs. Emily Swift; prayer,
Mrs. Curry
, arranges much of the music!' for Omaha, Mrs. K. C. Frazee, Mrs.
This Special Representative is
Mrs. Chani.Mae Cunningham: Bible
•
'Red alretturs- brchestit, with-Whom
trained in FOOT BALANCE AND
- Mrs_ EL C. Curry was at home he is playing, as well as for other 'T. P. Cook 'and Miss Clara Him- study, Mrs. Rana Swift; prayer.
IT IN TM NEW
SHOE FITTING and will give •041
men.'
Mrs. Jessie Tidwell. r
Tuesday morning to members of outstanding
orchestras
in
the
saleable
information on your foot
Mrs. Gertie Redwell was elected
her bridge club and two additional 4Jeuted States.
fitting problems and your foot
TRAVELU RES*
Mrs. W. S. Sivinn entertained a delegate- to . the next district
guests. Mrs, George M. Bak* god
Mr. Humphreys and his bride informally Saturday evenisi,g, at
comfort THIS SERVICE IS ABSOmeeting.
Mrs. Hebert Proctor.
Ideal travei:ing companion,
will .be- at home in • -Pittsburgh for
LUTELY FREE.
• • • • •
Mrs. Raker won, the high score several -weeks before going to "Swanstadt" when her guests inand as good a friend at
WE SINCERELY BELIEVE THAT
prize and Mrs. Mayme • Ryan New York City where he has cluded Mrs. Loftin, Mrs. E. J. Beale. Club Meets At Collegiate
home! Its knitted texture
WE CAN HELP YOU SOLVE
Mist. T. P. Cook. .Mrs. James H.
Hughes second high.
another
engagement.
was
Mrs.
Mayme
Ryan'
Hughes
YOUR FOOT PROBLEMS.
is wrinkle-and -drizzle reRichmond, Mrs. Hall Hood, Mrs.
Refreshments were served by the
afternoon
at
Colhostess
yesterday
F. E. Crawford. Mrs. W. H.''Mason.
sistant, its colors fresh and
postess. •
Don't miss this opportunity. Till
Alpha Department Meets
BALANCE INDICATOR
Mrs. C. L. Sharborough, Mrs. W. legiate Inn to the Wednesday
a Friend.
flattering. It will be your
Saturday
bridge
club.
E.
Smith,
of
New
Orleans.
Mrs.
Mrs. West Entertains Club
favorite all-around coat.
The high score'prize was won
Mrs. Hugh McElrath opened her George Gatlin, Mrs. J. R. Oury and
by Mrs. Nat Ryan Hughes and a
SIZES
Mrs. Owen West' was hostess home Saturday afternoon for the Mrs. G. B. Scott.
plate was served at the conparty
Paris, Tennessee
22-to 46;
Thursday afterneon to the Stitch first meeting of the Alpha DeA delightful party plate was
clusion of the game.
33 to 47
and Chattel' club.
-Shoe Headquarters"
partment of the Murray Woman's served.
members ,were present.
Only
Contests were enjoyed and Mrs. Club. -'Mrs. E. J. Beale.' Mrs, P.
• • • • •
Tommie Lavendar was awarded a A. Hart and Mrs. J. H. Coleman
Mrs. Swann complimented Mrs
BSU Spas:pore Campfire Servitig
$19.75 prize. Sunshine friend gifts were assisted in the hostesses duties:
Loftin -on Monday afternoon with
Mrs. E. J. Beale presided over a theatre party. Refreshments were
extrhanged among the members.
A group of approximately one
the
business
session
and
introA salad course was served by the
served following the show at her
hostess at the conclusion of the duced the guest speaker, Forrest home to Mrs. Loftin, Mrs. J. R.
C. Pogue. Mr. Pogue brought a (=airy, 'Mrs. - Rainey T. Wells. Mrs.
afternoon.
.• • • a
timely and thought-provoking dis- Wells
Overby, Miss
Margaret
cussion on "Recent Development') Graves, Mrs., George Hart. Mrs. Joe
Quilting Is Held at Mrs. Hale's
of the Monroe Doctrine-. pointing Lovett, Mrs. E. S. Diuguid,
•
•
Several friends met at the home Out the additions and elaborations Mrs. R. M. Mason and Mrs. H. I.
of Mrs C A. Hale Tuesday after- since its. inception' and how it Sledd.
might ,he interpreted during the
noon 'for a quilting.
Sandwiches and drinks were present world crisis.
Mrs. Wells Overby -complimented
served to Mrs Ethel James, Mrs. • A party plate was served by Mrs, Loftin with a bridge luncheon
Joe Baker. Mrs Robert Smith, the hostesses during the _social Tuesday at ber home.
Mrs. Herman Ross and Mrs. Hale. hour.
Prizes were 'awarded Mrs. G.
s
• I. •
- There was a ftill attendance, in4.
Bs-Scott: Mrs. George Hart and
Mrs, Yates As Club Hostess
—•cleadfrig. two _visitors. Mrs. T. P. Mr's. Loftin.
•
Cook and Mrs. Monroe Thomas.
A delicious luncheon was served
• • • • •
Mrs L. R. Yates entertained her."
at noon.
bridge club Tuesday morning at
her home.'
On Birthday
Other hdates.ses entertaining for
- Mrs. Fret:el Critham was awarded
Relatives 'and friends surprised Mrs. Loftin were Mrs. George Gatthe prize for high score. Guests, in
addition to members, were- Mrs. Mrs. Charlie Grugett with a birth- lin who gave a theatre party. Mrs.
John Whitnel sand Mrs. Ardell day dinner Sunday. Mrs. Grugett G. B. Scott whose luncheon guests
was 59 years old. A large table of they were in Paducah Wednesday
Knight.
Befresbments_vqrs served by thei good eats was placed in the grove and Mrs. J R. Oury who entertained with a bridge luncheon this
near the house.
hostess.
MrsThoe
sehaprrie
fesen
Qtruwirett
ere iMs;
Haonidoira. morning.
Hale-Tabors Wedding is
Announced

Int&

e

Da

ANDZINE.J4L1RAY, KEIVILCAY.,1111.MSDAX,AIRRAQQN,PE-PTFAIOU get,

PHONE 947. PLEASE

.ind Mr and I4as, Elmer Wilkinson.
Afternoon calleres were Mrs.
Clyde Haley, Mrs. Quint Guier.
Thursday, September 28
The afternoon was spent in conversation and the group left wish- ' The i3usiness and Professional
ing for the honoree many more Woman's Club wilt entertain with
happy birthdays.
a picnic. this afternoon at 5:45 on
•• •• •
the George Hart farm.
Mather and Daughter Celebrate
Friday, September RI
Ittrthatay
Mrs. R. 0 Langs.on will be
On Stinday, September 17, friends hostess to the Friday afternoon
and relatives met at the home of bridge club at her home at twoMr. and Mrs. Marba Travis- to cele- thirty o'clock.
bra.e Mrs Travis forty-second
birthday and "Anna Marie's eightMonday, October 2
eenth birthday.
The Monday afternoon bridge
At the noon hour a bountiful club will meet with Mrs. James
dinner was spread on the lawn. H Richmond.
Those present were. the Rev. and
wenty.tooalumer
Mrs, Loyd Wilaan, Mr. and Mrs.
The general meeting of the Alice
M. T. Spann. Mr. and Mrs. C. G.
Jones.,Mr and Mrs. Huie Cunning- .Waters Missionary Society will be
ham, Mrs.• Genie Tub. Mr. and held at the Methodist church at
MTS. Raymond Perry, Mr. and Mrs. 2:30 p m.
Curtis Newsome. Mr_ and Mrs.
The Presbyterian Auxiliary will
Earnest Bailey. Mr, and Mrs. William. Bailey. Mrs. Mike Heath. Mr. Meet at two-thirty with Mrs. A H
and" Mrs. Louis Nanny, Mr. and Kopperud.
Mrs. Jeff Starks, Mr. and Mrs.
The Delta Department of the
Earl Lockhart. Mr. and Mrs. Toy
Hughes and daughter, Glenda Sue.. Woman's Club will hold the regMr. and Mrs. ran Armstrong and ular meeting at seven-thirty at the
son,. Glenn Dale, 'Mr. and Mrs. home of Mrs. Robert Jones on Elm
Marba Travis, James Armstrong, T. street with Mrs. Graves Sledd and
D. Wilson. John Henry Travis. Mrs. Wilbert Outland co-hostesses
Dortha Nell, Bobbie Hughes,' and
Wednesday, October 4
James
Lockhart. Fleet! Glees,
The Mother's Club will meet at
Glenn Heath:
Mary Lee Perry: Loma Alex- 230 p. m. in the second grade
1
,4
the Training School. All
ander, Aline Wilson. Brenda Mil- roorsiire urged to attend.
ler. Louis M. Evans, Josephine membe
--Cain. Martha Spann. Mary -CunThe PTA Will hold the regular
ningham, Clennie Jones, Talmadge
meeting
at
three
o'clock at the
Tutt. Odelle Tutt. Otis Rogers,
Howard Armstrong. H. W. Wilson, high sZhool:
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Friday Afterepon, Sept. 29
of the New 1939 Fall and Winter

REDFERN COATS

by MR.4APPLEBAUN, Factory Representative

the smartest places
Jaunty coats with a verve
that you young moderns
will appreciate! Dashing,
decidedly different styles,,

LUXURIOUS
COATS
by Printzess

heart-warming colors and
"scrumptious.:'furs! Priced
right to suit even the most

Miss Kiith Hale, daughter, nif Mn.
Versie 'Dunn, and .Ihmes Louis
Tabors, son of Mrs. Bill Lyons..
were united in marriage Septem_
_ber.• 19.
The wedilllig - took-place- rTiche
home of the Rev. E. H. Las with
Miss Kathryn Hale and Blaine!.
Ferguson as witnessies• A. delightful dinner was served
for the couple in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Ferguson. Those Present were .Mrs. Joe Fergusoist, Mrs.
Versie Dunn, Mr. and Mrs, Willie
J. Farley, Mrs. ,Branil Vick,. Miss
Kathryn Hate. Hilman Ferguson. J.
C..,,Hain„,Geneva Dunn and little
Sue Farmer. >. •
. The couple are making their
home in Chicago. Ill. .

Money Wants to Work!

For years, Printzess coat
fashions have been prefer$39.50 red by style'leaders., We are
modest budget.
proud to present at this time
sizes 9 to 17.
a collectibri of new Printzess
We have other makes of dress coats that are 'so dis- tinctire.,'so -full of flattery Home Department Meet. With
Costa in Beautiful Styles
and charm, so beautifully
Mrs.'Sexton
$9.95 and
• made, you'll find it ,hard,...to The
first meeting o? the year of
$16.75
'make your choice:
the ,Home Department of the Mur-

North Side Court Square
"Su( cemors

Ryans Sivce 18,150.1:*

ray Woman's 'Club was held Thursday afternoon at the borne of
Pets. J. D. Sexton. Co-hostesses
with Mrs: Sexton were Mrs. E. B.
Luderick. Mrs. .J. Mack Jenkins
and Mrs. A. L. Rhodes.
'a Shari --kataineas—t_.,.,"--a
presided over by. the chairman.
Mrs A. F. Doran. those present
heard. moat inspirational talk on
"Education for Spirtual Living in
Tfie Honk" • by the guest speaker,
the ,ILAv. Howell M.' porgy. .
A _social 'hour followed during
which a delightful psrty plate was

200 STYLES AND COLORS AND MATERIALS IN.

•

SPORT, TAILORED AND DRESS COATS

Better Let it Work Now Before Prices Go So High
That It Cannot Do a Good Job

TO SELECT FROM

I Am Not Trying to Get You to Hoard or Speculate,
But Buy Your Fall Needs Now. Merchandise Is
Very Low Now, But Sure to Advance When
We Rebuy

Priced From

$1695

We Have a Good Stock of SHOES, DRY GOODS,
and READY-TO-WEAR and a Comfortable
Place to Trade

$1.25°°

Come In—Select Your Winter Coat Now

)1 Have Been Selling at Retail Since 1887. I Have
Been Running My Own Store Since March 5,
1895. I Have Seen Several War Boom Price
Periods and This Will Be No Exception.

Friday Afternoon Only

..BUY THE THINGS YOU NEED NOW AND SAVE
'

O., TURNER

.a y
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Sinking Spring
News
Jasper Hart has been' suffering
from an abscessed throat the past
week but is some improved now.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Erwin and
son W. A. were Sunday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. John Warren and L.
D.-- Others 'visitors in the Warren
home in the afternoon were Mr.
and Mrs. Porter Lassiter and son,
Paul.
Mrs. A. C. Long apd son have
returned home after a visit with
relatives in Detroit. A. C. Long
has gone to Detroit to seek employment.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Underwood
nci sons spent Saturday and Sunay with Mrs. Underwood's. -sister, Mrs. Leon Wilkerson of Murray who had her tonsils removed
at the Clinic last Week.
Mrs. Edna Gupton is on the sick
list this week.
Uncl% George Windsor remains
unimproVed. His Sunday visitors
'ere Mr. and Mrs. Herman Brece.
Me. and Mrs. Lucian Hart and
Mr. and Mrs. Conn Spencer and
Mrs. Ida Spencer and Mrs. Sarah
Smotherman.
Monday
visitors
were his.sister, Mrs. Lou Davison
'and daugkers of Mayfield.
Meets Wednesday
The WMS met at the church last
Wednesday and gave a very interesting program'. The interest'in
the WMS is rapidly increasing.
Fifteen of the Members went to
Sugar Creek Church to a quarterly meeting Thursday and reported one of the best meetings
they had ever attended.
Mrs. Orlando Miller and son,
Gerald, of Detroit, ,are visiting
their • parents -and - •-grandparerffe'
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Paschall., ,and
other relatives.,
-Mr.- and Mri.' -Robert --Jones 'have
recently purchased the Pat Orr
farm near the church. We welcome them to this community.
Mr. and Mrs. Connie Armstrong
and family attended a soldiers reunion across the rivers Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Wilson and
children. Grace, James. and Larry
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Ppul Gargus.
Mrs. Grace Pachall spent Saturday afternoon with her mother.
Mrs. S. V. Miller.
Mrs. Nanney Jones who has been
- sefiously ill at the home of her
son. Aubrey Jones, is improved.
The nurse has been dismissed and
Mrs. Gaither Hall is assisting them
now.
A large crowd attended preaching services Saturday afternoon.
We called our pastor, back by a
great majority. A good sermon
was delivered hy the pastor: New
Sunday S•hoOf-end Training Union
officers were elected. We reelected
our church clerk. Ortis Guthrie
as also was the treasurer, Tellus
Howard. Dwight Boyd was elected Sunday school superintendent
and Mrs. Maudie Armstrong. pia_nise, and Rudolph Howard, choirister for both Sunday school and
aining Union. Gary Myers was
med.as,Training Union director;
Rune Warren, associate director;
and Iva Nell Wilkerson, pianist.
. Do not remember all the teachers
and, assistant teachers for the difjesent classes.
Girls Auxiliary Meets
' The Girls Auxiliary met for its
program Saturday afternoon at
1:30 o'clock with Miss Wilma
Ilartsfield and Mrs. C. W. Lawrence. Members._ present were Rebecca and Iva Nell Wilkerson.,
Mattie Jo Tinsley, Lady Ruth Marine. and Thelma Stone. The group
working on an enlistment pro.

guests of -Mr. and Mrs. Berthol
Waldrop and Willqdean of Murray.
Mrs. Cratic Paschall spent Monday with Mr. and Mrs. Hunter
Wilkerson and Margie.
Mr. and Mg. Will Riley Furchess and family and Mrs.- Fele
Diuguid spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Tom Wilkerson mid
family.
Mrs. Sarah Smotherman is sending this week with Mrs. S. V.
Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Ole Miller
were Monday afternoon callers of
Mrs. Miller. Mr. and Mrs. Miller
plan to leave for Florida in the
near future to make their 'home.
There were 160 an attendance at
Sunday School at this place Sunday and an excellent sermon by
the pastor and an unusually large
crowd came in for preaching services. A collection or $31.00 was
received.
There were 134 present for the
Union Sanday
night.
Training
Several were promoted from the
different departments and class
officers were elected. Mrs. Doris
Warren and Miss Zera Parks with
the Story Hour group, gave the
closing
program. Twenty little
children took part on the following program:
Class Song. "Climb Up Sunshine
Mountain"; duet, -Jesus Loves Me"
by
Bobbie Key and
Josephine
Warren; duet, "I
Washed
My
Hands' This Morning" by Clara
and Rita
Lou Parks; roll- call,
answered with Scripture quotations; solo, "Lead Me, Shepherd"
by Norma Jean Parks; solo. "Into
My -Heart" by Josephine Warren;
questions were asked by Dan
Stokee and answered by the class;
Pat Wtikerson. named the books
pf the
New Testament; Eulala
LaWrence recited the 40Q,th Psalm;
prayer,- by - Jimmie .Boyd;, story,,
"David an
the Giant" by Hugh
Thoenae Wilkerson; outmost, conkposed of Betty and Juanita Udderwood, Eulala Lawrence and "Hugh
ThomaeWlIkerson, accompanied at
the piano by Iva Nell Wilkerson
and song, "This World is Not My
Home".
Mrs. Warren then invited the
children to return, to their room
where she treated them with fruit,
candy, and cookies.
Mrs. Warren will assist Mrs.
Ernest Underwood in leading the
Intermediate BYPU and Mrs. Albert Key will assist Miss Zera
Parks in directing the Story Hour
department. We extend a cordial
invitation to everyone to tome and
attend Training Union with us
Bro. LawSunday night.
each
rence 'will favor_ihe audience with
a sermon each Sunday night following the Training Union classes
Sunday
nights
fourth
except
which is set aside for the purpose
of 'one of the departments to give
a closing program.
We were very glad to have our
electric lights Sunday night. We
have been looking forward to the
lights for quite a while.

Mr. and Mrs. Euell Tinsley and
children spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs.n.srinsley and family.
Mr. and -Mrs. Will Riley Furchess and children and Fred Furchess went to. Nashville Sunday
and visited with Mr. and Mrs.
Wildy Ellis. They also visited Mr.
Furchess' aunt, Mrs. Tarlton Crawford, and Mr. Crawford.
-Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Morris
and daughter of Cadiz spent the
week-end with Mrs. Morris' mother. Mrs. Bun Outland of Murray.
Mr. Morris and daughters attended BTU here. They are liking
•
their new home fine,
The children and grandchildren
Mrs. Johnie Myers
of Mr. and
gathered at the Myers home SunPam.
each
bringing a basket
Mrs and Mrs." Troy McNutt and day with
Miss Osarl Cathcart were Sunday lunch to celebrate Mr. Myers' 81st

IlL

Murray Route 5
More

uints!

IFE Is

forever a matter of quiatuplets for Dr. Allan Roy Defoe.
When he visited the Borden exhibit
at the New York World's Fair he
came upon a set of triplets and a
pair of twins employed there and
said that he must be photographed
with what hietermed the American
Quints.

Hico News
arinne Winchester spent
Mrs.
ia t
Fri
ternoon as the guest of
Adams.
Mrsa.:F1
The-lollowing- -visitors were--entertained Sunday in the home of
Mr. and 'Mrs. Earl Childress'. Mr.
and Mrs. John Lee, Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Lee, Mr. and Mrs. Hardie
Williams and Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Childress.
Mr. and Mrs. Boyce McClard
and children, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Houston and family, Mrs, Juanita Lee, and Mr. and Mrs. Milburn Holland attended ,the birthday dinner Wednesday in honor
of Elmer Wilkinson of near Murray
much interest
. A Wedding of
Saturday
here
was solemnized
Towery,
Ernestine
Miss
when
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Olive
Towery, became the bride of Dale
Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Buck Jones spent
Saturday night as the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Houston and
were Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Milburn Holland. Sunday afternoon callers at the Holland home were Mr. and Mrs. Nalt
Adams and Mr. and Mrs. Olive
Towery.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Louis and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Molon Williams, Hamp Childress and Van
Wade Childerss attended the birthday dinner Sunday at Mr. and _Mrs.
Willie Burkeen's in honor of Mrs.
Nancy Towery,
Miss Lunell Brooks was a 'guest
Ruby
Miss
night of
Saturday
Louis.
Mrs. "Otie Brooks is on the sick
list at this time. -.
Mr. and Mrs. Boyce McClard,
Milburn Holland and family and
Marvin Houston attended preaching services at Ledbetter' Sunday
night.
Bro. Hawley spent Sunday night
in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Boyce McClard.
Mr. and Mrs. Otho Winchester
'and Mr. and Mrs. Kara Scott
were bedtime guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Sterile, Duncan ' Tuesday
night.—Blue Eyes.
CHERRY

WE HAVE A

STO KO I.
When we install' a Stokol automatic coal stoker we
know .the whole household will be much happier—
including the baby. Stokoi gives a dean, even heat,
controlled thermostatically according to the demands
of the weather—a more healthful heat because there is
less danger from colds. Mother does not have to run to
the basement every time the temperature changes and
baby appreciates that. Stokol is also a great economy.
It burns less expensive coal and less °fit. And that
makes Father smile. Let Stokol ruri your furnace.
You'll say it's the best investment you ever made.
Available in hopper and bin feed models. Ask about
our easy terms.
STOKOL FEATURES•Exclusive
Hydraulic OD Transmission •
Air Tight Hopper • Hydraulic
Hold-Fire Control • Automatic
Control of Air Supply •Silent
• No Shear Pins •Safe, Clean,
Dependable.

CORNER

Baptist church invites and expects Baptists of the Blood River
Association to meet with them
in the next FELLOWSHIP MEETING to be held October 5 beginning at 9:45 a. m. and closing at
3:30 in the afternoon. A very
profitable prograro has been arranged - for the occasion. During
hour
from 12:00
the luncheon
noon to 1:30, the Mission Board
will meet in a very important ses,
sion. Since this is the last Fellowship Meeting before the Association meets October 18-19, it
should be attended by members
Of all the churches in the association in larger numbers than ever
before. Committee ,arranging the program—L. V. Henson, J. H. Thurman, R. B. Winehester, Sam P.
.
Martin.

Dry and dusty yet. seems as if
the rain is indeed gone from these
parts. Ponds and cisterns are dry
and folks even have to haul water
for the stock.
"Uncle -T_om" Elkins died Wednesday. His daughter, Mrs. Emma Alexander of Flint, Mich., was
at his besdie.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Harmon of
Hazel are spending the week with
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Harmon and
James Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. J. 'N. Johnson are
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Stom
and family this Week.
Mr. and Mrs. Zelna Farris and
Dot were Sunday dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Outland,
Mrs. Ella Adams is quilting a
morning glory quilt at the home
of her sister, Mrs. Conn Linn, this
week. All the neighbOr women
are helping them.
Mrs. Roy- Adams and Jimmy
Boy visited Mr. and Mrs. Tube
Adams over the week-end. Roy
Adams was called back to Detroit
for work last week.
Mrs. Ocie Grubbs. Mrs. May
Grubbs and WS. Mabel Stom
were afternoon callers of Mrs.
Bess Linville last week.
The
Reverend .Mr. and
Mrs.
Dunn of Hazel were Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Dee
St. John and family.
The war is getting serious, but
we hope peace will soon be declared. We do not feti capable
of knowing or saying what to
do or not to do. It is our sincere
wish the United States can stay
stay out of it.
Will see you next week, and '
hope by that time we are wading
mud and water.—Poop-Deck-Pappy

Hospital News
Patients admitted to the William
Mason Memorial Hospital during
the past week:
Edwin ,Ross, Murray; Mrs. Luther Washburn, Murray; Shelby
Davis, Murray; Mr. H. L. eikhart,
Golden Pend; Mrs. Wyona tucker,
Newburg; Mrs. Cecil McCuiston,
Murray; Jessie Mae VanCleave,
Martin, ` Tenn.; Edison Kennedy,
Calvert City; Frank R. Coleman,
New Concord; Seth Cooper, Mur-.
ray; J. G. McKenzie. Big Sandy,
Tenn.; Leon Farmer, Murray; Mrs.
R. G. Pfleuger, Paris, Tenn.; James
W. Roach, Inkster, Mich.; LaVerne
Ratteree. New Concord; Mrs. Carlos Hurt, Murray; Jack Bratton,
Jr., Union City, Tenn.: Louis W.
Russell, Murray; Mrs. Wilson Miles,
Murray.
Patients dismissed:" Edwin Ross,
Murray; Miss Mary Pearl Mannfling. Mayfield; Charlie Gardner,
Morris Palmer,
Hardin; Richard
Murray; Mrs. G. W. Cavanah,
Murray; Shelby Davis, Murray;
Virginia, Nadine and 'Fred Thompson, Murray; Mrs. Wyona Tucker.
Newburg; Mr. Mary Ford, Paducah; Mrs. Cecil McCuiston. Murray; Mrs. Luther =1911Mcfittell and
baby. Murray; Bobbie Joe Thornton. Murray; J. G. McKenzie, Big
Sandy, Tenn.; Mrs. Florence Upton, Murray.

Hill Billy Rambler

Mrs. Hartle Hudson of Paris and
Mrs. .Bertha Allbritten of Arizona
are spending a few days with Mrs.
Linda Simmons near Macedonia.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Burton and
Patricia Gipson of New Providence, Mr. and Mrs. Cleave Lax
and children, Betty Jo, Velma,
and Susan Lax, Mr. and
Mrs.
Monkey Stubblefield and Mavis
Allbritten and several °them went
on a picnic held at the home 41
Mr. laid Mrs. Hartie -Hudson's at
birthday.
Paris Friday. A delicious lunch
Eulala Lawrence spent Sunday was served.—"Curly Top"
afternoon with Betty and Juanita
Underwood_
Mrs. Elmer Richerson happened
to a very painful accident SaMWe wish to thank our ,good
day morning when she fell against
a barbed-wire fence and cut her neighbors itad firends of Lynn
Grove community for their
fingers.
Mr. Frank Beaman and children, thoughtfulness and kindness shown
Mary Alice and Samuel, speht us during the illness and death of
Sunday afternoon with his sister, our dear father, Frank Rogers. and
we do appreciate the loyalty of
Mrs. Martha Ann Stephens.
Miss Virginia Easley spent Sat- Dr. C. H. Jones also the courtesy
urday night with Miss Josephine of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home. May God bless and guide
Boyd.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Adams and you every one is our prayer.
—The Children
daughter, Betty Jane, have recently moved from their new home at
.
Wiswell to Murray.
Little Sieve Paschall spent Sunday. August 17, with his grandparents, Mr. and, Mrs. Leonard
Paechall and Billy Max while his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alton Paschall, attended the singing con'VentiOn
-at" Mt. Treliron,
Crawford
Bonell Key, Lynn
Wilkerson, Joe Pat, Nobie and Will Shortly be Engaged in
Holmes
Carraway, and
Ralph
afternoon VETERINARY PRACTICE
were
Sunday
Dunn
guests of Halton and Pat Wilkerson,
In This Area With Offices
Mrs. Ida Spencer is spending a
Ld
ocate In
few weeks with her son, Cotin
Murray
Spencer,'

MURRAY SERVICE.CO.—Phone 500

15c
School
HOSE

4/
1 2c

9C

10c
Vat Dyed
DRESS ..
PRINTS
8..
c -. ,.

3-4 Lengthsl
and Ful

- 1-ot

Fine count weavlags, smooth finkb, ready to use.
Yard wide,

CANVAS
GLOVES
Pair

Men's
and Boys'
High Grade Wool

SWEATERS'

98c

'
Rockford
brand,.
grey and brown Made to give ev-:Fine savings on
mixtures. Seam- ire long service. this 36 inch, fast
less, double wov- Solid colors and color print. New
fancy patterns,
full bolts.
en cotton,

Fine Baby Shakers, worsteds
and cardiggan yarns. Solid colors and novelties half-zippers
and V necks.

For High School and College Lads)

o„W
„
odol
A
WIt

PREPS-

Suits of Distinction! And they
stand the Gaff of the Most Careless
Handling the Busy Student gives
them!
Finest
Worsted
Fabrics.
Patterns
and Models
That Are
Good to
-Look ail

Men's
Up to $3

Asa

50

14

SWEATERS
4

$198
Two-color styles with fronts of
capeskin leather, suedes and
herringbone cloth weaves. Zipper and slip-over styles.

A wide selection of sport, send-spost and plain back
modela to choose from. Popular with boys who like
smart fashions. Single and double breastera. Made
of pure worsteds in popular banjo stripes,otonea,
chalk stripes and many other variations orkolor stud
weavings. Our $14.50 price saves you not less thkil.
82.00 on every suit. Sizes 31 to 38.

LONG PANT SUITS
Sizes up to 12
Have Extra Knickers $S95

Women's
ZEPHYR YARN

SWEATERS

Sport back styles in single and double breasted modals,
de of durable, hard wearing fabrics that hold press'h'" longer than usual. Newest Fall patterns. Sixes
from 6 to 18 years.

$1.39
School
SHOES

Girls'
Bloomers
and
Panties

98c

loc

• Cable Weaves
• Plain and Fancy Fronts

98c

Men's
Boys'
$2.65
$1.69
WORK Full Lined
SHOES" Knickers

$1.98

sturdy
Have
Sizes 8%; to large Broadcloth or ray- leather uppers
Oxf-ords and on bloomers in and oak leather
styles sizes 2 to 18. Ex- soles. Black and
high-lace
cherry brown.
for boys and girls. , tra e ell made.

Popular 1939 styles—Stud huttou
fronts, plain fronts, V necks,
slip-ons and zipper types.

98c
Made of hard finish, long service
worsteds. Sizes 6
to 12 years.

$1.49

66x80" Reversible Indian Blankets

Boys'
Two-'T'one

klso dark jacquard plaids in wine, green and browns. Regular $1.98 values.

SWEATERS

19c

New Yard Wide 25c Fall Suitings
39 Inch Crown Tested Printed Rayons

39c

$198

Newest Fall prints. Rayon chailies and crepes. 59e qualities—large pattern
selection.

Sports & Dress
COATS

Campus models with " raglan
sleeves, zipper closings. Cloth
and suede leather fronts. All
sizes

Special New York Purchase!
Special Pricet

Pticed "Right" to Save You Money

NEW FAL
L

$795 to 9495
Fall Fashions you'll cheer about—Plaid Back Reefers . . . Slim-line dressy models . . . Boxy Tweeds
and White Combinations
and Sport Coats ..
... Novelty Stripes; also lovely shades of Teal Blue.
Plum, Wine and the ever-popular Black. Double
and Triple Twills . . . Needlepoint . . , Whipcord
and Boucle Materials. Sizes from 15 to 17 and 14 to 44

DRESSES
98` to '2."
Crepes.
('hallies

Spun

Rayons,

SS,-

40-

(LERMAN BROS.)
‘
CASH

DEPARTMENT STORES

n.coproNArt,

.

4115
•

.
00

•

COPY FADED

P6,:tf
1.

•

Wool

‘••

et
41.•

•

Cloth and Suede Frond'

'autumn colors in florets and stripes—also bright colorful plaids. Zec values.

DR. SAM H.
DORFMAN

,-,,•••••••••

•

Full Length Zipper Styles,
V and Crew Neck Slipovers

Card of Thanks'

Graduate Vetharoian:

FREED COTHAM

15c
Seamless
WORK
SOCKS
.:
8c Pr.

8c
Brown
Belton
MUSLIN

Resolutions
WHEREAS, Our Father in 'Heaven has seen best to call home one
of ow- ntimber to dwell with Him,
AND WHEREAS; although we,
the Friendship Class of the Methodist Sunday School, are deeply
grieved. over our loss, we humbly
submit to His will.
BE IT THEBEFORE RESOLVED: That we express our deepest
sympathy'tothe family of Mrs.
Sam Thompson.
RESOLVED, that we lament her
going, but that our grief Is softened by the memory of her loyalty to her friends and by _the memory of her lovable disposition and
helpfulness to others.
RESOLVED', that a copy of these
resolutions be _kept in the minutes of the class and that a copy
be sent to Mr. Thompson.
- Friendship Class. Methodist
Sunday School
Comniittee: Max Hurt, Mrs.
C. C. Underwood., and W. H.
Freeman.

Men's 8-oz.

In Spite of War Cries and Threatening Price Advances---This Sale Brings the BIGGEST VALUES IN TOWN!!
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FINS? aarrmT mown

RED CROSS LISTS WORK
IT HAS DONE HERE IN 1939

Marshall Schools
Clinic Hospital Notes Pine Bluff Blanks
Preaching by the pastor mornReport Increase in
ing and evening.
13-0
Creek
Byrd's
Subjects: A. M.: ."PLEASING
The following patients were adStudents From TVA mitted
GOD"; P. M.: "GOOD-BYE."
to the Clinic Hospital thie

Pine Bluff News
Hello to ale Hope every one e
feeling fine, and as for me I ari.
o. k.
J. J. Kinsbro remains on the
sick list.
Mrs. Eliza Sainers and Mrs. Coy
Elkins are also sick this week.
Roy Scarbrough and sons. Brent
And Ralph, went to Hopkinsville
Sunday to visit Mrs. Scarbrough
who is in the hospital there. She
is reported as very mufh improved.
Connie Burton is visiting his
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Jeff
Burton.
J. A. Steele and son have traded
for a truck—what I say is the
most. useful thing on a farm.
See Walter Elkins if you want
to borrow moneynfor he has hauled off his cotton.
Bro. Tillman .Taylor will preach
at Pleasant Valley next Sunday.
Come out and hear this able man.
G. E. Bucy of Nashville, Tenn.,
is in the county taking treatment
at Murray. He TS suffering with
an injured back. He is improving
nicely.
There was a Targe crowd at the
Bluff Sunday. Good music was
furnished by the McClinton band
and a tine ball game furnished by
the Pine Bluff club. all -free and
everyone had a nice time.
Come back next' Sunday and see
the Bluff team go against Standing Rock. one of the best teams
that we have met this season.
'We will be back next week.
—Old Crip

Team Is Honored With Fieldry at
Church School at 9:30 with sepMarshall county's week:
Increase in
Riverside Park Saturday by
arate rooms for the classes, and
Mrs Roy Brandon, Hazel route 1.
population of ,scheonage children,
Club Msaulgement
there are classes for all ages dia result of out-of-county residents Mrs. J. B. Hughes, Farmington.
rected by competent officers and
Mrs Bea-Melugin. executive sec- household necessities..Mrs. Leon Wilkerson, Mur2,
route
Creek
Byrd's
the
of
here
shutout
heads
moving
when
Bluff
Pine
ether
many
teachers.
In addition. -they--didretary (seethe American Red Cress
ray, route I, Charles K. Burk, Mur- lint Saturday at the Bluff diamond faithful Bible
employment,
obtained.
TVA
family
chapter irelturray. listed Tuesday helpful',works
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the achievements of the chapter
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2
committing
and
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use in construction
under the supervsion of Miss Vir- is able to be back in school this
and activities. The Rotary Club of land for
'dell Batts, Hopkinsville, Mrs. battery was composed of Curry a pound-a-day gain by feeding milk
the $112,000,000 dam.
ginia liven and 19 women were week.
Jesse Maupin, Murray, Barney and Lyons. Curry struck out 8 and corn.
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TVA,
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now meets weekly at the National
Langston, Murray. Mrs. Yancey men and issued one base on halls.
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Nee cordially invite .nre.syeee ae (webs. Collins.
Ohio river -disaster: held one day
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by the TVA. The contrect prograde— Henton
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Craig. divisions of the world.
disaster preparedness.- institute: and visit our school and playground
2 bobbles in the field.
for a minimum payment of
vides
Henryetta
Stem,
June
Paschall.
made horny v,sits and distributed to see our many imprrivements.
The game was thoroughly en• by Friendship Class, M. E. Climb
$6,000 a year.
Clara Parks.
joyed and gave the boys much
County Actually Losing
Third grade—Nioletta Vick. Fay
Without the 'shactows of life there needed practice for Sunday's game
'The principal disadvantage of the
Poster. Waunda Lamb. Norma
-Standing Rock
ever-growing number of school would be no light; sorrows give when they will meet
Jean Parks. Annie
Lou Steely,
is
This
at the Bluff. Standing Rock is
the sixth week of school.. children in Marshall county is reality to joys.
sir
Natty Caraway. Billie Max Erwin. Everyone is working hard
mak- that the state's per capita contribuA deep shadow has crossed our one of the two teams that the
Bonnie Ruth West.
ing preparations for six weeks' tion to -the Marshall county boerd path and we are bereft and grieved Bluffers have failed to defeat this
Accurately and Carefully
Fourth grade—Marcell Key. Fay exams and Good Will Day. season.
Compounded of Purest
Nell Craig, Betty Lou ,Hill. Mx- , The program for Good Will Day of education is made according to in the loss of our friend, Torn
The management invites you
inc Rowland. Imogene Wilson. which will be Octaier 6, is as fol- the June „e0 census, and no allow- Turner. We dc; not understand why,
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,
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Fifth grade—Evon • Cole, Patsy
8:30-9:00 Address, -Good ani)1", that date.
his leaving has made us more
Ann Paschall, George Freeman, Max Hurt.,
The June 30 school census show- poignantly conscious of how closeJimmie
Lee
Gingles. Barbara
Music—Quartet.
ed a 124 increase over that of 1938. ly 'his life was hound up with
Grogan. Imogene Lamb. Dorothy
9.00-9:30 Scholastic contests:
Roee reported, but added that OUT own. •••••
Lee Nesbitt
9:30-10:30 Free plays by Faxon since the census was taken more
Toward his loved ones our hearts
Sisith grade—Earlehe Stom. A. High School.
than 100 additional children of beat in fullest sympathy and conH. McLeod. Velem Clayton. Jane
hatiocias Masse
10:30-12:00 .Ball game, grades.
the
.into
come
haste
age
school
dolence. Your loss is great and no
Wilson, Nell Morris.
1:200-1:00—Noon.
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The state's per ' capita words of ours can lessen the pain
county.
The National Program Service
1:00-1:30
Drills:
Double Cans
contribution is $12.19.
will present the, -Snow White
Owes ha.al.ay•renor soften your burden, but wee1:30.2:30 Track meet.
Owl - Shaped Tie
"So you see we are losing at ,
yorti • r/avtai... I., gm.
to share with
Marionette Show" next Thursday,
Seel Chasm
2730 Ball game. Almo vs Fasten. least 31.219 in state funds by theJ can and du wish
tag mow as r wrhasp ler
October 5. at 9 a. rn. in Hazel
riaistianne
We wish to express our sincere children moving in aftere June . you the pain and burden of your
dam sew As-farm
school auditorium. The • first 6 appreciation to all who contribkepis* Ores
loss. and remember with you the
other wisher Now+ Ow wpm
30." Rose said.
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grades will present an operetta. uted to make this
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••••••• fel yligt
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Setakir
Class
loth
Sirs,S
News
Boar.
cterrn
chosen sponsor of the Happy-Go- school system for the first time spring, and spring .gives birth to
Ise 4..c•elet revs. Awl
The senior class elected as its
Lucky society and Mr. Jones the thi$ year. The eld grade and high summer and full fruitage.'
prtreal is make •ear Atm&
officers for the .qnsuing year the
Resolved, that'these expressions
other. Officers ,for the Happy-Go- school building in Gilbertseille
erns' iliac how awe
This tame following:
dleptitlable truism thou it
Lucky are: president, James was abandoned, and its place of 'sympathy be adopted and that
washer
MS
in
President. Robert Hendon; viva- Chaney; vice-president. Pahl Willhurtseet
-alai is lag
a copy be forwarded to MTS. Tom
Electric
before. It p 15I5T. losseat
president. James Overcast; secre- iams: secretary, Ernestine Ahart: taken by a modern eight-room Turner,
el costs only tary.
constructwas
that
building
Sors •••••Art• 1•1,•!
brick
Ruth
Harmon: treasurer, treasurer. Lona Mae Williams: reFriendship Class Murray _MethSt9.95.
sta4 ••• IV
slimmer at the TVA
Kathnne
Underwood:
reporter, porter. Rudy Barnett: Watch Dog. ed during the
odist E. Church.
camp site. The new school—with
Bogard Dunn; sponsor, W. V.
R. Hall Hood
Max Walker: manager of -Thall 103 students. sist teachers and a ,
James.
team. Rudy Barnett.
Mrs. Novella Butterworth
classes
principal—has
fulleime
Under the leadership of our
Officers for Mr. Jones' society from the first through the eighth
Mrs. Beatrice Hudson
sponsor, the senior class enjoyed
Phelps:
FJerood
president.
are:
Committee
grade.
a hay-ride -to the Paris Commun•
vice-president. Wayne Clark; secAnother change will be necessity Park. Tuesday night of last retary. W. T. McClure:. treasurer,
twenty-five
and
hundred
Two
week. Before returning, the class Keith Ross: reporter. Helen Rags- ary as the darn at Gilbertsville
be- Grayson county men and women
Also See Papec Hammermill in Action at Fair
enjoyed
refreshments consisting dale; Watch Dog. Alfred Houston. nears completion and waters
gin to back up in the reservoir. attended the annual poultry meetof hot dogs and lemonade.
The two-story brick building that ing.
Located at ECONOMY FEED STORE N. 3rd St.
The aseniors have selected their
Wassaw.' the magician, will be
•
-lass rings, and are aniciously here Saturday night, September houses the Birmingham high school
will have to be ebandoned, and
warting their arrival next week. 30. Everybody come.
provisions- made for the students
at some other- institution. Several
feet of water will cover the spot
where the Birmingham high school
Athletics
It continues to be 'dry and lots
Faxon won another victory by now stands.
Rose said. he
Superintendent
..f people are out of water in this defeating Kirksey by a soma Of
emmuniten
7-1 last week. The- tame was didn't know yet what would be
Mr. and Mrs. _Leonard Craig of played on the home field with a the plans of the 'board of educap
.
tion to meet new changes that
Evansville, int, have returned large crowd attending.
may, result frorfe. construction of
niome after visiting kinspeople in
the darn at Gilvertsville.
Buy teed Cars From a New Car Dealer. Our reputetion is
'rid near Hazel.
He added that the Birmingham
Mr. and Mrs. P. M. Shrader and
year guarantee of a square deal. It is mach safer to bay a
F. -F. A.
school probably, will be replaced
-ere—Way-de 'Allen. and Jack RobThe „Future Farmer boys: have with another building, but that
used 'car from an autherized new car dealer because servicins
• -nein of Paris visited Lon Shra- been constructing a work shop to
motor cars is a' permanent part of our beelines... Look at these
eer and family Sunda" afternoon. be used lay the, classes in &op before the board of .education will
make any definite plans it will
&lot of people on this route are training.
specials listed helms and be aesiired that each car le thoroughwait until the shifting population
snjoying
the
Nancy
Hall
Jubilee
finance
losaest
the
on
sold
-entering
is
and
whole
fairly
a
as
class
e The
ly reconditioned. priced
has again become settled. 0:11y
.n Paris this week.
fair.
county
the
in
products
farm
rates available.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Farris were There will be individual entries then will it know where the new
centers of population will be.
uests of the formees brother also. .•
Robert Farris of near Big Sandy,
Fifth Grade Minor Roll
1931 Chevrolet Coupe. Good condition.
PIE SUPPER
I first of the week.
•
•
The honor roll for. .the fifth
1932 Chevrolet Coupe. Priced to move.
Miss Inez Shrader spent the grade. for the first month is as
A pie supper, will be held at
'seek-end with Mr. and Mrs. Hob- follows: Louise Grogan. Merlene
1934 Chevrolet Coach. (Three of them).
school Saturday
.on Shrader.
Dyer. Evelyn Wells, Virginia Ann Russell's Chapel
1935 Chevrolet Coach. (Three of them).
Mr. and Mrs. Will Jones shopped Houston, Norma. Jean Wilkinson, night. September 30. There will
1935 Chevrolet Sedan:
in Paris Friday.
Ardath Ahart, Virginia Mac Cbok. be music for the occasion.
1936 Chevrolet Touring Coach. Like New.
C. F. and Luther Page were in
Fiddlers Contest
, Pin* one-day - last • Week.. FIDDLERS CONTEST
1938 Chevrolet- Touriwg• Sedan. Like Newr--"There - will be- a fiddlers contest
• Marvin_ Jones, Hobson Shrader, at Faxon High School' Friday
1933 Plymouth Coach.
Located at Houston's. Shell. Station
and Boyce Key assisted Lon Stirs- night, October 6.
An Old-Time Fiddler's Contes
1934 Plymouth Coach
Murray, Ky.
der in work Monday.
will be held at the' Outland school
_103 Main Street
Mrs. J. 'D Downey and daugh1935 Plymouth Coupe.
hotese Saturday night October 7,
ftr. .Imogene (if
FIRST CHRISTIAN CH1CRCII
Dixon, Tenn.,
it was anhounced today.
1935 Plymouth Sedan. (Two of them).
spent last week-end with Mr.
1938 Plymouth Coach. Four new tires.
aien
and - Mrs., Hobson Shrader.
A. V. Havens. Minister
1937 DeSoto Touring Sedan.
W. H. Oakley of Murray was in
"What Is Religion?" will be the
Hazel ToesdaY,
sermon. subject of 'A. V. Havens,
1935 Dodge Sedan. Like a New Car.
-•
M. N. Miller trarnelleten business minister ' of the First Christian
1936 Dodge Touring Sedan. Priced Right.
worship
morning
:in Paris Friday.
the
at
Church,
1937 Dodge Touring Coach. Like a new car with
Mr. and Mrs. Lon Shrader was service, next Sunday morning.
in Murray Sunday.
Radio and Heater
-The answer to this question." reMr, and Mrs Dewey Smother- marked Mr. Havens, "is apparent1936 Oldsmobile 6 Business Coupe.
man and daughter, Jessie- Cathe- ly somewhat vague, at _times. 1+
1937 Oldsmobile 6 Touring Coach.
nee, visited relatives in Fulton religion ethics,. or ritualism or
1934 Pontiac Coupe.
church attendance? What are the
recently.
Jerry Stewart and,. family of distinguishable marks of a relig1934 Pontiac Coach
Pans were recent dinner guests in PAIS person? What doce religion
1936 Pontiac Coach
the here of their uncle. L. A. do foe the individual, here anct
1937 GMC 1-2 Ton Pickup Truck
' Farris. and Mrs. Farris...
new? These and other questions"
Little Misses Jo. and June Shra- stated Mr. Havens, "will be dealt
1937 GMC 1 - Ton Truck with Stake Body. P,riced
der spent Sunday mght with their. ,with in this sermon."
to move. quick.
The service will begin at 10:45,
aunt. Inez Shrader,
1935 Ford 1-2 Ton Panel Truck.
Boyce Edgar Key of Paris is Sunday- morning.
The., Sunday School. Jed by
spending a few days with his
Alm) many other makes and models tO choose from.
aunt and uncle. Mr. and Mrs. Lon Superintendent R. L. Wade. will
meet -•at. 9:30 Sunday morning.
Shrader.
Any of these cars can be 'purchased with small
Mrs. Chesley Farris is in the Splendid .classes ate provided in
dotvh payment, balance. on easy ,terms.
eata_aaa.amun.
_Murray..Ice-greatineut„
•
Charlie. Allbritten Was in Padu- ing and competent teachers.
'The .Yoting 'People's. Society of
cah Wednesday.
- Meet in
E. B Travis of Paris was in Clerietian Encdavor will .
the' young people's parlor; Sunday
Hazel Friday.
.
Mrs Herbert Hill. Mrs. Blanche evening at 6•.30. .
-The Empty House." will laa, the
Langston. Mrs. Anhic Bell. TayFIELD, KY.
TELVPHONK 96
Sutnect
the Steidaenj
at
sertncn
lor., .Mrs.., Hobson'
. Shrader. and
Mrs. • Tommie
'
'Shrader
assisted night church service whith j,W11111'
Used Car Lot on West Broadway. test Price in
Mrs, Cord* Shrader . and; Mrs. begin at 7:30.Weak-Kentucky to Pity a thied Car
Margaret-I' &vitt in quilting igaturs .The Mid-Week Meting will be
held Wednesday nigh; at 7.30.
-%
clay'.
ennee
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F::::a High School

Prescriptions

See the New 1946 Model

Case Tractor
More Tractor Than You Ever
Saw Before

'69"

At The
Calloway County Fair

1

W

M. G. Richardson & Co.

' Not Ev• erybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times :but neariy
everybody reads itl

Hazel Route.!

USED CARS!

WI C. McKEEL

THE NEW 1940

OLDSMOBILE
NOW ON DISPLAY!

Bigger and Better In Everything
PRICED FOR EVERYBODY

J. T. Hale Motor Sales

What Could a FIRE COST Y
HELP PREVENT THEM
and

COMPLETELY INSURE YOUR PROPERTY!
Purdom Building

Telephone 81

T. Hale Motor Salet

KENTUCKY

MURRAY
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of Pharmacy. Tom is a graduate ray Sunday visiting relatives and
utilization of the acreage for seed I ful gifts were opened and disJack Stauleup's orchestra at Anna.
refreshments of Hazel High School and attended friends.
delicious
early played,
some
of
Yields
purposes.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Raymond
III., spent Monday night and 'TuesMurray State College last year.
following:
harvested seeds, particularly tim- were served to the
in his fath- of Columbus, Ohio, are in Hazel
much
worked
day with his parents, 'Mr. and
has
We
Lee
Mrs.
Raspberry,
Gladys
Mrs.
I
,alby and bluegrass, were reduced
Mrs. R. A. Myers.
drug store here and made a for a two weeks' visit with Mrs.
by dry weather, but rather large 'Curd and baby, Mrs. Mattie Curd, er's
Raymond's parents, Mr. and Mts.
Mr. and Mrs. N. P. Hutson reMrs. Ethel Lawrence, Mrs. Mollie host of friends whose best wishes
over
carried
were
both
of
elbacks
0. T. Weatherford and son, Finis
turned last night from Chicago
of i Latimer, Mrs. Jim Thompson, Mrs. go out to him in his Work.
supplies
While
from
last
year.
where they attended the National
Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Ttrrnbow ac- Weatherford and family.
The Rev. K. G. Dunn will be- these appear close to normal re- Modena Latimer and Jerry Lee.
American gin a
t he
of
convention
Mr. and Mrs. Henry West had
companied him to Memphis, returnSunday
revival meeting
stocks will be ma- Ws. Ada Raspberry, Mrs. Betty
sallrements.
Legion.
Methodist
as their Sunday guests, Mr. and
Hazel
at the
night
will be Oliver. Mrs. Neva Ray and Re- ing here Monday.
There
reduced.
terially
and
Harris
Mr. and Mrs. Nix
Mrs. Charlie Scott and son, CharMr. and Mrs. Kelly M. Cromwell
churei, of which he .is pastor, and
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Warren Fox
or- i becca, Mrs. Sheltie Lawrence, Anattended will continue his services through ample tuPplies of red top and
Scott, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Hart,
lie
Bettie
Mrs.
Lowell.
and
nette
announce the birth of a daughter announce the birth of a son at the daughter of Lynn Grove
curto
partin
chard grass. Due
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Garrett of
Legion convention Sunday night October 8.
imports,!Mrs. Lula Wilcox, Mrs. Delia Tay- McKenzie. Tenn., were guests in Scott and son Rex, Mrs. Archie
Monday night in the Clinic-Hos- Clinjc-Hospital Saturday night. The the American
and
of
exports
tailment
visited in the
son. Neal, all from
pital. The child has been named child, weighing nearly 8 pounds, in Chicago and
I Morning ministerial hours are at prices of various seeds may change !tor, Mrs. Dortha Oliver, Mrs. Max- the home of Mr. and Mrs. D. N. Rushton and
home of Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
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„MURRAY PAINT & WALLPAPER CO.

PUBLIC SALE

Thursday, October 5
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i

Agriculture is Still ..

Mrs. W. H. Trevathan

FARMERS . .'•
CAR OWNERS..
GET OUR PRICES ON •

r
.

TIRES & TUBES, OILS
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY

o

BANK of_linURRAY

•

Ham s Texaco Service

.3
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"Big Enough to Take Care of You—Small Enough to Be Aware of
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Almo High to Give FFA FORMED AT
Young Mississippi Geologist Is
Credited With Oil Discovery Community Day TRAINING SCHOOL
OXTORD Miss.:" Sept. 28-Mix- -High School. Mr. Mellen received Marionette Show is Feature of
Evening; Athletics, Mania,
• sissippians, elated over the dis- his B. S.• degree from Mis.sissiptli
Music Also
covery of oil in the state. are par- State College in _1934. He has done
ticularly happy that credit for the graduate work in geology at State
A Commuity Day will be held
diseoverv goes to Frederic F. Mel- College and at the University of
at Almo high school Wednesday.
len. native of Starksville. and, 28- Mississippi
featuring
an entertainment proyear-old supervising geologist of
In 1933-34 he was employed by gram of musical numbers. I-act
the Works Project Administration the Civil Works Administration to plays, and various types of ath'hfississioplitate Geological Survey investigate the mineral resources letic contests including softball
Mr Mellon has not only brought of Northeast Mississippi. During and track. it was announced today
wealth to the state through the the summer of 1934 he was with by officials of the school.
.. discovery of qil but has pointed out the Tennessee Valley .Authority
The climax of the day's entervaluable mineul deposits of vary- Eorking on the investigation „of tainment
will be a marionette
ing kinds in many Mississippi Aineral resources and dam sites in show--Snow White and the Seven
counties.
Northeastern Mississippi.
Dwarfs"-presented by the JayHe is the son of Prof. and Mrs.'During 1934-35, Mr. Mellen 'was Jess Puppeteers. The latter, perHis
father
Murray,
F. D. Mellen of
graduate assistant and curator of formance will begin at 8 o'clock
is an instructor in the Murr,a1 the Geology Museum at Mississippi Wednesday night.
State College department of Eng- State College returning during the
The program in full follows:
Devotional. 9 a. m.: group singlish and literature.
summer to the employ of the TVA.
••
•
A graduate of the Starkville He remained with .the TVA until ing. program by visiting schools,
male quartet. Almo School Cirr%
- hi•ri hi s
A
iau
tigounst h fa.s
assistant geologist of the Mississippi Olt-composed of IQ students in
Geological Survey. a position he the first five grades, girls' trio.
mixed quartet. one act play, "Kidhas held since.
quartet.
Mr Melleri has made some val- napping Betty"-and male
In the afternoon athletic events
uable contributions to the field of
listing follows:
geology. his recent pUblications Ise- take place, their
•
ing "The Bentonite Deposits of
Inclusive)
(Grades
1
to
Our ideal is to
Mississippi." "The Little
it Rest13 years
dads;
tgirls)
I.
50-yard
(Sum." ahd other works. - ----rende,r a' quality.
Last April. Mr. Menem 'pointed and over.
-€4111-114-14-14442 _75-yard dash_-tgirist ---1-3- years
out hii discoveries at the Pinsley
Dome. Through his findings he in- and over.
st . a cost- within
3 75-yard dash (boys) 13 years
sisted that _ the Tinsley structure
the .means of evshould be further explored even and over.
eryone-the kind
though the area was abandoned • 4. 100-yard dash (boys). la years
some ten years ago 'Feeling that and over.
of service which
5. Potato relay race I girls) of
the tests had not been-deep enough.
Mr. Mellen said "a structure so grades 1 to 8.
will receive the ap6. Sack relay race sboys) of
favorable for oil and gas accumu.proval of all with
been found
becameTinsley grades 1 to 8.
I
7. Standing broad jump (boys)
whom we come
. Dome area to warrant farther geunder.
ologic stay and seismographic ex- 12 and
contact
S. Standing broad jump (boys)
ploration"-- •--- -- - --- -13
9. High jump (boys).12 and un-

QUALITY..

Sincerely,
J. H.-Churchill
Funeral Home
Telephone 7
Murray.

Ky.

I940 Autos Arouse
Keen. Interest in
Early Showings

W. H. Brooks Is Sponsor; Ralph

New 1940 -Model Automobiles
hold the spotlight on the horizon
for the next few weeks.
Robert Smith has returned from
Louisville where he spent last
The first FFA organization ever week in a tractor school for the
effected on the Murray campu., new Furcison Tractors. This week
ins:tituted at the Training he and Edwin Stokes, of the
Motor Company are
School Thursday, September 21, Stokes-Smith
in Louisville attending a preview
under the sponsorship of Prof. W. rt` the new 1940 line of Ford cars,
H. Brooks. member of the faculty Mercury. and Lincoln-Zephyrs. and
in the department of vocational ag. Lineolns. They stated klefore• !rarriculture.
ing _that the new Fords will be on
Ralph Gingles was elected presi• display here in Murray October 6.
They
were accompanied to Louisdent; James Washer, vice-president; Wade Graham, secretary, ville by J. P. Thomas of the
Clifford Jones, treasurer; Hermon Soutpern Commercial Corporation
Paducah.
Wicker, reporter; Paul Bailey. of
"The new Chevrolet will be on
farm wati:h dog.
display here Saturday. October 14,
The committee appointed by Mt. according to Frank Holcomb, and
Brooks to consider the advisa- • Al Youngennan of the Porter
bility of organizing the FFA here. Motor Company.
The new Nash is already on
Wade Graham. Ralph Gingles
display by the Parker Brothers
James Washer; Harold Doran.
Members of the FE& all high Garage. the „pew Plymouth by the
school students at the Training Murray Motor Company, and they
will have a new D-eSota
School, ars: Pall] Bailey, Herman olso
a.few days.
Wicker, Hugh Neal Watkins, Ralph inJack
Farmer, Buick representaGinglee Guthrie 'Thurmond. J. -11 tive in this county probably will
Theobald, Wade Graham, Craig have a new Buick here in time for
Brallon, Harold(Mon-I:Yoram •itie. the fair, as Well as the Hale Motor
Boggess, Randolph Story, Bisibv Sales will have a new Oldsmobile
Lawrence, Vernon Cahoon, Jonn here for the Fair.
B. Cavitt. Paul Haley, Harold HOW,.
ton, Gene Dodd, W. D. Adams, Ben ,
Trevathan. James Washer. Billy
Cahoon. Fred
Atkins, Cliffoni
Jones, Willard Newcomb, Mancil
Vincent, James Newport, Loyd El- I
bert Boyd. Harold- Gibbs, Buron
Richardson. -Henry Erwin.
RENT-House on North 4th
The club will meet each Friday."FOR
conven-St.. 6 1 W... Mode,
Mr. Brooks said.
05p
iences. M. T. Morris.
Gingles Elected
President

der.

NOTICE-To those who feel that STREAhrsa= ma WRECK=
they cannot employ a full-flint RERVrCE, New equipment. 24bookkeeper or aceOutitant. My hour, fast, dependable Wrecker
services are available for part- Service. Charges reasonable. Day
time work in Bookeeping. Ac- phone 97; Night phone 543-W.
counting, and filling out of U. S. Porter Motor Co., Chevrolet Sales
Government and State reports of
tf
all kinds. Experienced, capable. and Service.
Herman Doran, Phone 20. S28c
FOR SALE-Good Philco BatFOR RENT-House in North Mur- tery Radio. Am on electric line
ray.
Half mile ffom Court now, and I want to sell to buy
Square. 0. T. Farley.
lp electric model. W. W. Paschall,
Route 4, Murray.
Ip
REA .Wiring and general electric
RENT-Furnished
Apartreasonable. FOR
repairing.
Prices
John Waters, Phone 256-M. S28p ments. Steam heat. Electrically equipped. Mrs. J. D. Rowlett,
PEARS-75c and $1.00 per bushel 711 West Main. Phone 157-W. tfc
while they last. Tolley & Carlp COLT SHOW-To be held October
son.
7, 1939, at the home of Ellis
H. BOYCE TAYLOR, the MAN, Wrather's, 7 miles north of Murlp
A 32-page booklet concerning the ray. The public is invited.
life of Murray's greatest missionary figure, well-bound, and
closely edited, will come ficim the
press Saturday. Copies may be
obtained from Edward Freeman,
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
at the Ledger & Times office, for
25 cents each, or will be mailed
for "35 cents.
tf

FDEA WILL MEET
AT MURRAY STATE

FARMERS-If you want 'FAIR" treatment on all
Auto Services, you will find it HERE!

A. B. Bennett. Lyon county.
'• One of the features of the _flair
. 134:
10329
will be a corn eating contest spon- made 8 per cent on his investment
its
17. ewes, from sale of Iambs
sored by the Murray( Hatchery.
LABA
and
wool.
The „Hatchery will give a Flock
Feeder to the
person guessing
25c
Trial size. Sc: Regular size
nearest the number of grains of
6.54
1 corn an' old rooster will eat SatFancy Delicious Apples. bu.
urda_y_ noon, after having nothing
10e
Gallon
to eat since Friday night. Details
Cooking Apples. gal. 10e; ha 74te
on this contest will be available
23c
Raisins, new crop, 3 lbs 25c Onions. 5 lbs. 15c: 10 lbs.
at the fair.
25c
New Calif. Dried Peaches,
10 lbs. New Cabbage
10c
2 lbs.
25c Gallon Pears
Prunes, 2'!L,15c 10 lbs. Fine Granulated Sugar

•
WE OFFER YOUShell Gas and Oil
Goodyear Tires and Tubes
Southern Batteries
Expert Lubrication
Muffler Service

OVERBY'S
Food Market

"MORE PEOPLE RIDE ON GOODYEAR TIRES
THAN ANY OTHER TIRES"
WE WILL NOT LE UNDERSOLD ON TIRES

Not Everybody in
Galloway County supscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

•
SPECIAL FRIDAY and SATURDAY
2-gallon can Silver Shell Motor Oil,
Tax paid

98c
•

COST LESS NOW
LIVER, lb.
BRAIRS, lb.
RIB ROAST,113.
MUTTON, lb.

10c
10c
11c
10-12/2c
.
7.10c
SALT BUTTS, lb
10cCHUCK ROAST, lb.
- 15c
SAUSAGE,2 lbs.
25c
HAMBURGER, 2 lbs.
25c
BACON BUTTS,lb.
12',2c
VEAL STEW, lb.
11c
T.
GOOD SLICED BACON,lb.
20c
FRESH OYSTERS
DRESSED HENS and FRYERS
Highest Market Prices Paid in Cash for
Chickens, Eggs, Hides Scrap Iron
and Rags

Shroat Bros.
MEAT MARrET
toss Delivery

Phone 214

FOR RENT-Two or possibly three
private rooms. See Mrs. Notia
Maddox, 208 South Ninth St. tfc

3111Elfir88r5E82

For Your

CREAM
25c-21c
atTOLLEY & CARSON'S
September 30, 1939
Also at Wiswell Friday

Paul Gargus, Mgr.
Cr7.

FREE
This
Pot Holder
with each

Love's Studio

COLT SHOW-At my farm 414 11.1111111111111111111111111.111
i miles east of Hazel, Ky., Route 2.
State Line Road. At 2 o'clock,
5th Saturday, September 30. We
will offer $30.00 in cash prizes
for best and 2nd best, mule, colts.
Everybody has a special invitation.-"Raincrow".
Mrs. Arthur

BOGGESS
-',PRODUCE •

Mrehaux
Mooney.

and

father),

10c Purchase of
FAULTLESF--STARCH
IT YOUR GROCER'S
WHILE LIMITED SUPPLY LASTS

NMIIIIn MR elMOW
Ilk

TOLLEY & CARSON
FOOD MARKET

El@

How Many Grains of
Corn Will 1 Rooster
Eat

FINE MEATS AND GROCERIES

Saturday Noon
See For Yourself at the
Poultry Show at the Fair
Make Your Guess

Winner Receives

Top Most Salad Dressing, Qt.

32c

Top Most Boston Brown Bread,can

19c

Bacon, No Rind,fine flavor, lb.

23c

Lard, Swift's Pure,4-lb. carton

49c

Cornflakes, Kellogg's, 2 for

15c

•

Coffee, that good Pingdinger,2 lbs. 23c

FREE

See
Corn Flakes 2 for 17C,
In Cloth
$4.50 FLOCK
80c
- 25c 10 lbs. Cane Sugar
3 for
10e
Matches, 3 boxes for .. 10c New Raisins. 15
FEEDER
2k
Soda, 3 boxes for
. 10c 3 lbs. Bulk Raisins
25c
Extra Special-3 lbs. Old
3 cans Pard Dog Food
Ky. Peaberry Coffee 39c Swift a Co. gives $6500 for names This Event Sponsored By
Extra Special- 1 lb. 100',
for 2 puppies. Get blanks here.
15.30
Pure Peaberry Coffee 15c Pure Lard. SO lb. can
lb. bucket $1.00, 4 lb..carton 45c
1qt. Peanut Butter .
24c
00tPnt
i
Marshmallow
24 lbs. good flour
Cream
15c 48 lbs. Mack's Best Flotir ___ $1,40
50e
6 Rolls Toilet Tissue
1-2 bu. Cream Meal '
1,000 Sheets
25c ] Red Ribbon White Syrup, gal sor
8 oz. Sandwich,Spread 10c Bite Ribbon. Red Syrup. gal 48e South 4th St.-Rollie Kelley
sugar, 10 lbs.
57_c_ Apple Butter, 1 qt. .
tic Dealers For Wayne Poultry Feed
15c 1 qt. Jar Marco Mustard
offee, our grind. 1 lb.
10^ 1 gal. Vinegar in Large
2.5c "A Better Feed for Every Need"
1 qt. Jar Peanut Butter
Flour, Lynn Grove, 24 Ilia.
70e
50e
Mouth Jug
,
25c 1 Gallon can Cherries
torn, Country Gent-. 3 cans 25c Tomato Juice, 46 oz. can 18c
lbs. Great Northern Beets 2k
Irish Potatoes. 10 lbs. fancy
Mc Maca Yeast, per pkg.
10e PE11=E1[301DEEJEICIP
3c New Prunes, lb.
Toilet Tissue 5 rolls
15c Staley's Syrup, 5 lb
New Evaporated Peaches
Mustard. qt.
10c
Pound
Ilc or 15e
Bucket
33c
Crackers. 2 lb. box _
__ 15c Blackman's Stock and
Nice Dressed Fryers
Matches. 6 boxes,
Pork-Best Beef
17e
-Poultry Medicine, 25c
Syrup. gallon white, Red
value for
20c pay to Producers for standard
Ribbon.
- 55e PHONE 85-WE DELIVERS Eggs, Cash 20c, Trade Higher
Post Townies, large size, 3 for 25c
Salad Dressing. qt.
23c
Peanut Butter. quart
25c,

Hominy Grits, box

10c

Chopped Foods, Beechnut, 2 for

25c
$1.00

Pears for Preserving, per bu. .

MURRAY
HATCHERY

Murray Food
Market

Special Prices

FURNISHED APARTMENT-Mod- NOTICE to those who may want
ern equipment. Also -circulating Saw Dust: I have a few 'bads on
heater. Mrs. Solon Higgins, 712 hand at present, you may call
tfc
W Main.

IgliPlUERIIIDEE

Swarm's Grocery

C. R. Broach, Murray,'
lp

143-W.
Ky.

3 Photos
10c

A check-Up:in' Grant county
10. High jump (boys) 13 and
-muss that 250000 pounds of les- over.
tf
good condition. Call 466.
IL Three-legged race (boys) of
.s•deza - seed•, were sowed last fall
Eggs
next
nd spring.
.
grades 1 to 8.
SALE-Delco light plant, in WANTED-Hatching
FOR
Saturday. ,Sept. 30.
Will need
12. 100-yard dash I boys) of all
good condition; also have Delco
Barred Rocks, White Rocks Reds
Trimble county fruit growers ages.
,
sadio for sale cheap. Will Hole,
Buff Orpington and Rhode Island
--.ade a tour ", of Bray & Sons or13. Chinning the. pole (boys) of
Route 3..Murray, Ky. Telephone
hard to see the results of an ef- grades 1 to 8.
05p Whites. MURRAY HATCHERY,lc
Supt.
W.
J.
Caplinger
Is
President,
2313.
fective ,pra,
jarn
Individual prizes will be awardOf District School
ed as follows: Exclusive of numBUY FOR RENT-4-room furnished apt.,
WILL
DOLLAR
YOUR
electrically equipped; all private.
Group
ber 12-100-yard dash for high
PIANO. not overhead, at W. E. Two blocks from square. Mrs.
outsidersi:
school students and
Dye's Piano Store. Maplewood T. L. Smith, 307 Elm St., phone
The annual meeting of the First Terrace. Paducah. Vire" sell Mason
First place. Blue _ribbon. 5 points;
204.
tfe
secon place. Red Ribbon. 3 points; District Educational
Association & Hamlin, Kimball, and other
third place, White Ribbon, 1 point, will be 'held at Murray State Cols ,very fine pianos.
D21p
•
The school winning the largest lege Friday, October 13. with W.
livingroom suites.
number of points will receive
Caplinger, president, presiding WANT-Your
and stools to cover. Price
=Mt the school obtaining the sec-Arrangements for the program chairs
reasonable. Mrs. L. E. Hughes.
ond largest, $1 00: the school hayare
being
made
by
Walter
C.
Jetton.
lp
302 South 6th' St.
ing the third largest. 50 cents. Immecjiately followiog these athletic principal of Tilghman 4,Paducah.
and
Kenneth
Patterson
Asuperitsccintests there will be two softball
games: Almo vs Hazel. both boys tenderit of Mayfield schools.
East Main-Phone 570
and girls
President Caplinger stated that
24-Phones-25
he .would be ready to announce
After Having no Food From
•
Friday Night Until
ROOSTER-EATING CONTEST the completed plans by next wee*.

Joe W. Houston Shell Station

t-

RENT-307 For Sale-Upright Storr Piano.
APARTMENT
FOR
North 5th St: 4 rooms. Not Walnut Dining Room Table and
furnished See Zelma Barnett or Chairs; Kerosene Water Heater.
phone 54.
Ip Mrs. Arthur Farmer, 600 Poplar. le

John Highest Market Prices Paid
Sept 28p
For Poultry, Eggs, and Wool
FOR SALE-Infant's bed
with
mattress. Suitable for 1 year old We Sell All Kinds of Feed
WANTED TO BUY-Large size
circulating heater. .Must be in child. Very reasonable. Martha
Phone 44I-13th and W. Main
B. Irwin or call 2004.
lc

Conveniently Located For All Those Attending the FAIR Friday and Saturday
--WELCOME TO

103

St

Toilet Tissue, 6 for

23c

Chipso, two 25c size, and
Waste Basket

48c

2 Bars P. & G. Soap, 1 Oxydol .

15c

PROMPT DELIVERY

PHONE 37

Highest Prices Paid for Eggs

We Extend a

WELCOME TO THE FAIR
alte-This Store-Your Headquarters For - - - -

Red Beauty Flour. 24 lb. bag 60c
T;a, Canova. 1-4 lb.
lie
Royal.Gelatin. all flavors, box Sc
Oranges. 'per dozen,
20e-311c
1s.,._ good ,rooking, gallon 10c
Sweet Potatoes. lb.
Cabbage, lb.........' 2 T
Vinegar, bring jug gallon
13c

WEBER and OWENSBORO WAGONS

MEAT DEPARTMENT
Rudy Has It
Sausage, pure pork, lb.
(loverbloom ('heese, lb. _
I). S. Butts, lb.

_ ,15c
2.5C,
Ile

sugar Cured Butts, lb. .
_ 15c
Sliced Bacon. no rind, no waste.

Pound
Mutton. lb

•
INTERNATIONAL New-Type Steel Hopper Wheat
Drills, with- Fertilizer and Seeder Attachments.
•
OX BRAND FERTILIZER, just received, in most
excellent drilling condition, put up'in 100-lb.
bags, easy to'handle.

215e
10e

•
FIELD SEEDS and SEED SOWERS
•
•
READY FOR THE WINTER SEASON
We also have a full line of Heating Stovei,---hoth
Coal and Wood-Coal Hods, Shovels,
Also Fire -Cirittes,: Fire Bails*, and'Bride

I lbs. Pure Lard
47c
Fresh Pork Liver. 1 lb. 15c,
2 lbs..
2.5e
(,00d Beef -St, lb.
tOe
churnrold Oleo, with bowl s' 20c

Spain. "the meat of.many uses"
• -mar
"
•
Kraft Dinner, per bog,
17c
Can Biscuits, Per can
lie
Itigtiest Prises Paid for Efts

•

To-attlithoo -rlititing the- Calloway-County Fair Friday and Saturdsy
to drop into our monument works, across from the Overby Barn-and
memorials in Marble and Granite we have on
see the beautiful line

a

display.
On4y a few weeks of good weather remains to erect a suitY\ble memorial to your loved ones. Plan to come in now before winter .sets in,
and arrange to buy yours. Time slips by us all very rapidly, and we
know you will want to perpetuate their memory here on earth with a'
suitable memonal.•

Murray Marble & Granite Works
-TELEPHONE 121VESTER ORR. PORTER WHITE
_
W. A. BELL, Salesmen

A suitable grave marker may be purchased for
as little as . • .

East Depot St.

Sexton Bros. Hdw. Co.

Phone )2-Prompt Deliver)

Personal. Invitation

$10

Murray, Ky.

•

•
•le

•
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SECTION TWO

twee
fate
tfc

Four Pages

1 THE LEDGER & TIM

S.

`1,'"'"'" the State of Kentucky.
a year to any address
other than above.

$2.00

Fair to Its Readers-Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon September 28, 1939

Mg1

New Series No. 648

a year in Calloway
$1.00 Marshall,
Graves, Hoary and Stewart Counties.
ti r.,n a year elsewhere la

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEER

Volume CVII; No.39

Tigers Are Ready to Meet
Dawson Springs Fri. Night

rence since 1926. In the 13 games,
the Racers hold a 7-5 advantage
with one game ending in a tie
Murray holds a big edge in points
;cored, after, the 70-7 massacre in
33, with Kent, Allen, Shaw, and
Hilltoppers Score 14-7 Victory
King leading.
Over Bobcats; Gain 12
Earn Victory Last Week
The Raiders have an enviable
Firstdowna, to 3
Over McKenzie by
record of letting the other team
•
make all the first downs, w hile
13-7 Count
ATHENS. 0., Sept. 28-e-Western
Warns Varsity they get the touchdowns.
Kentucky State College. ripping the Stewart
-of
27
Evils
up
Against
marked
In '37, . Murray
sophomore line of Ohio University
Elated over the discovery of one
in ValOverconfidence
first downs, the Raiders 2, yet the Former Legionnaire Lived
almost to shreds, defeated the Bobof the best pass-flingers ever to
Christian:
Was
lowartown;
their
in
The
Saturday
cats, 14 to 7,
score was only 21-14, Murray.
throw the prolate spheroid on a
Though No Church Member
opening football game. Last year
Murray high school gridiron, Coach
games previous found the
three
the Bobcats heat the University GAME SCHEDULED FOR
'Preston Holland and his boys are
Stewartmen running up an ima
Ed Kirk. 50. who died after
of Illinois in their debut.
looking eagerly toward their game
SEPTEMBER 29, NIGHT pressive list of first downs, only
years' illness at his home near
night here with Dawson
A -"powerful running attack of
to have the Raiders do most of Callowaytown in this county Sun- tomorrow
Springs.
the Kentuckians kept Ohio U. on
The Racers of Murray State will the scoring.
aftMonday
buried
was
night,
day
Playing the first football game
the defensive until the last min- combat Cvertonfidence and MidCoach Roy Stewart has not even
at the Ledbetter cemetery. of his life, Paul Buchanan proved
utes, when Bobcat -Clearterbac)c dle Tennessee's Blue Raiders in hinted whom he will start in the ernoon
conducted
Thurman
H.
.1:
Rev.
The
night
against McKenzie .Friday
Dan Risaliti put on a brilliant pas- their opening
game tomorrow first combat.
funeral services at the Ledbetter that he can control a football about
sing exhibition.
night, in Murfreegboro at 7:30.
Murray mentor is displeased cemetery at 2 o'Clock.
The
comhe
as
as well as ar baseball
The.Bobcats scored first, in the
The more dangerousof the two with the squad's physical condiMr. Kirk was a Christian gentle- pleted a total of 7 passes out of
'second period.. Jim Halderman, at present appears to be Overconfition as a whole, as most of the man, but was not a member of any 17 attempts. At that, he threw
sophomore back, blocked a punt of dence, as some of the squad are
underweight, and denominational organization._ He only one pass that wasn't in reach
ier, Western Kentucky taking it for granted that Middle boys reported
Red -011,
Plenty of hard work was formerly a member,,,-(f the of a receiver.
back and the ball was recovered Tennessee will fall as easily as out of shape.
Incidentally, tile TigerS bet Me=.-will remedy this and Sitipper Murray Post of the American
in the-Hilltopper's end zone for a
it did last season, but Coach Roy Stewart
Kenzie 13-7, with the aid of an
giving the boys plenty Legion.
touchdown by Shafer, Ohio 'end.
definitely has other ideas of exercise, stiff scrimmages, and
Survivals are his widow, Mrs. antelope-footed runner name ClayThe visitors evened the score a Stewart
and some excellent
then lapping them around thd Rubie Kirk; four daughters, Misses ton Williams
few minutes later after Zoretic and on the subject.
Mattie Jo. Jane, Ruth, and An- line work by -Captatn Rob Rule.
In the first 'place Murray had practice field.
Murphy led a 60-yard drive on
Boggess. Thomas
and
Fair,Baker,
Kirk; three sons, Thomas
line smashes. Senitza, Western Ken- three weeks practice last year beThe squad will leave Murray nette
and Pat Farley at quarterback was a coca
tucky fullback, went over from the fore its first game, which was a Friday morning. September 29, and Owen, Edward Detain.
,calculating field,,general.
and five brothers,Dpre Bob, sAld
__....._-_.
week before the Raider fracas, giv- return Saturday.
one-foot line for touchdown.
Many Murray Kirk;
,
Especially .beautiTuI wire'Ittti
.Although Western drove deep ing the Bkuebloods a whole month fans are expected to attend the Howell, Chester, and Burley Kirk.
lams' kickoffs and. punts. His"
into Ohlo'S territory before the plus actual game experience before
game to compare this Thoroughfounts averaged , mordt than 40
half ended, the teams battled on they invaded central Tennessee
edition with past ones.
yards. and the ball traveled on
even terms until late in the fourth And 'secondly, the Raiders have a bred
the kickoff as if it had been shot
period, when the visitors began steady habit of bouncing back aftfrom a cannon.
•
POGUE TO PREACH
another drive from the' Ohio 40er a withering defeat.
Murray threatened constantly in
yard stripe.
has been the McKenzie garae.
Murrai,
Wear.
Pat
the
McKenzie
Crushed
Murray
1933,
In
L. H. Pogue left Satur- chosen president of the Robert J.
Rev.
Dulaney passed to Downing on
The
kicked off to .Murray. The Tigers
in '34 turned
the Ohio 18. After two unsuccess- Raiders 70-7, and
day for Poole: 'Cy., where he will Breckenridge Chapter of the Fu1937
forged down the field on Willful line plays. Dulaney hurled an- them back 12-0, but not until
conduct a revival meeting for two ture Teachers of America.
jar'.' keen running and Buchanother pass to Downing in the end did the 'Bloods win again, then weeks the first meeting having
Other officers elected'were: Mar- a"s pa -sing. At the 40. Buchanan
zone. Downing fumbled, but Ralph only 21-14. Last season. the Stew- started last Sunday morning. A.
Stephens, Wickliffe, secre- threw a 30-verd pats to Buggess,
Pittman, Western end from May- artmen administered a 34-0 lacing, J. Veteto of Bellbockle, Tenn., will garette
Rebecca Hill, Sharpe, but a tumble on fourth down
and
tary;
taken
has
the
field, recovered the- ball for
lead the singing.
but a new coaching staff
to go over. Again
office of vice-presi- caused the-ball
The
treasurer.
mawinning touchdown.
over the Raider regime, and
in the same period. L. B. Boggess
meetthis
at
filled
not
was
dent
terial appears more plentiful.
and Buchatian plunged and PassThe Mason county sheep protectthe club
The .Mnrray-Middle Tennessee ive association paid oft all claims ing. The next meeting
"TIGERS READY", Page 4)
12.
(See
October
be
will
garlr has been an annual occur- and had a balance of $553.

Tramples MURRAY TO OPEN
Ledger & Times Announces Free Cookin • IWesternUnivers
ity FOOTBALL SEASON
Ohio
School to be Given at Varsity October 26-27
.4-- •
The Ledger & Times altnouncer
arrangements
with pleasure that
have been completed for the
Ledger & Times Cooking. School'
to be conducted by Miss Dahy Barnett, noted lecturer and home economist of the Spry Research Kitchens. Cambridge, Mass. This feature
event will be held October 26 and
27 at the Varsity, Theatre.
Every woman reader of the
Ledger & Times is invited to be
a guest at each sesSion_ el the
school. There will be classes on
Thursday and Friday, October '26
and 27 at 10 a. m.
A printed program containing all
the recipes, tested and approved
in the Spry Research Kitchens, will
....be presented to each person attending. These delicious and economical dishes will be prepared, cooked
on the stage, explained step by
step to the audiences and presented
daily to lucky women by Miss Dahy
Barnett. Every woman is given an
opportunity to participate in the
distribution of the many valuable
gifts at each. session.
Admission Is free to all. *otpep.
No tickets are necessary. The doors
will be opened early and -the
Ledger & Times suggests your arriving early because there will be
no reserved seats.
In addition to the many other
valuable gifts, 15 baskets of gro/cries and other well-known household supplies will be distributed
- at each session.
Miss Dahy Barnett. talented lecturer and writer on food subjects,
has arranged each program with
an eye to helping women with
their home problems. She turns,
out delicious light cakes, tender
flaky pastry, and a variety of appetizing economical foods ,that will
delight her listeners"; Best of all.
MISS DAHY BARNETT
• .she shows you how to get the
same results, in your own kitchen.
MURRAY CIRCUIT, M. E.
SCHOOL
RIDGE
KIRKS
Watch these columns for further
Times
&
Ledger
the
,of
details
H. L. Lax, Pastor
This week finds us working
Cooking School. In the meanwhile. hard. We got two more of our
Goshen: Sunday School at 10
reserve the dates Thursday did _eighth grade boqks last week. We o'clock. Preaching at 11:00. Yong
•
Friday, October 26 and 27, at 10 just lack out Civics book having People's meeting at 6:30.
a. m.
all of them.
Lynn Grove: Sunday School at
Several students are absent this 10:00. Preaching at 7:30 by the
week on account of picking cot- pastor. Y. P. meeting at 6:45
MeRENZIE CHILD mks
ton. We hope they will be back
Martin's Chapel: Sunday School
soon.
at 10:00, 0. A. Johnson, superinJames Date McKenzie. 4-monthsSaturlast
We had a pie supper
tendent.
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Horace day night. There was a large
New Hope: Sunday School at
McKenzie, died Thursday at the crowd present. and we cleared a 10:00, Hillis Harris, superintendhome of his parents, two miles nice little profit. We thank every ent.
southeast .iat Murray. The Rev_ L. beady -for their patronage.- We
Sulphur -Springs: Sunday School
V. Henson conducted funeral serv- plan on 'going to Dover, Tenn., at 10700, Miss' Erin Montgomery,
Locust
at
Friday.
o'clock
11
mpde.
at
we
ices
with the money
superintendent.
Grove. Burial was in -the Old Salem
Those visiting our school last
Approximately 3.500 pullets were
cemetery. The child is survived 'by week were James ArAerson, T. J.
both his maternal and paternal Kirks. Johnie Turner, and Edgar certified in Wayne county, made
up of '45 or mare flocks.
Colson. •
grandparents.

To Conduct Cooking School Here

•

AT MURFREESBORO

Ed Kirk Dies at
Home m County

Pat Wear Named'
FTA Leader

a

CarItaernmle, 72,
. Pies -in HeillyWood

HOLLYWOOD, S e pt
Laemmle. pioneer Hollywood film
producer, died at his home in Beverly Hills Sunday. He was 72.
Laemmie retired from control of
the Universal Picture Corporation
in 1936 after thirty years in the
motion picture business. He said
he wanted a "permanent vieation."
He came to America in 1893
from Laupheins; Germany, with
only $50 in his pocket and later
worked as a package wrapper at
the first Chicago World's Fair. By
1912 he was a "power" in the
movie business and formed the
Universal company by amalgainkling the leading independent
companies.
It pays to-read oar CLASSIFIEDS.

DO YOU SEW?
•Yeu don't have to leave town
'to find as Beautiful Fabrics as
New York or Chicago could offer -

Today in Watkins Piece Goods . • •
By. for,_the most extensive line_ of FABRICS
_ - we have ever shown
of Foremost Fabcollection
at the opening of a season-is this
rics for Fall-They ihclude the very newest in weaves and patterned novelties---and in colorings rival the gorgeous Golds,
Wines, Greens and Browns of Rich Fall leaves-Nature's own colorings for this elegant season.

PROUD FABRICS with the PRESTIGE
of National Advertising
Woolens for Coats and Suits
yd

"Petty-Purl" Botany Dress Coating
54" Colorful Tweed Mixtures
54" Nubby Ombre Stripes -and Plaids . ,
"Waverly" Tweed by Botany

Feather Weight Woolens fcir Dresses
Forstmann's Stubbed Rabbit's Hair
Faille Crepe Wool
Norma Crepe (all wool)
Novelty Ribbed Striped Wool
54" All Wool Jersey

3.75

to 2.98
yd
2.98
yd 2.98

yd. 198

•
2.98
yd
..yd. 1.98
yd. 1.39
yd 2.39
yd 1.69

•

Daytime Silks-,--Morning and Afternoon
yd
Matelasses, all over and tiny Florals
.
yd
."Sultana". Dull Seedy Crepes
Irregular Ribs and Corded Crepes
yd. 1.19 to
Failles, (that most popular fabric)
yd. 1%00 to
"Evergrand" 2-Ply Alpaca (new finish)
yd.
Spun Rayons (with wool-like look)
yd'.--59c to
"Boulevard" Velveteens; Plains, Checks and Stripes ..1.69 to
Black Petite Patterned Jacquard Crepes
yd

of Paducah

presents
colorfast -and Shrunkitized FALL. DRAPERY AND &LW COVER'FABRICS---in the
'loveliest, most harmonizing colors. Pat-

For Evening Charm
39" cinderella Transparent, Non-Krushable
yd. 1.98
Velvet
yd. 1.29
Gypsy Stripe Satins-Prints-Paisleys
yd. 1.00
Stehli's Antiqued Stiff Moire ,
1 39
Duchess Slipper Satin by Stehli
50" Imported Damask and Metal
yd. 1.00 to 4.50
Brocades
36" All Over Laces, Chantilly types, yd. 1.25 to 1.98
3.50
"Venese" All Over Laces
Matching Venese Lace and Edginis, y& 30C- to 1.00

ferns and solids are included-to make
your windows and your entire room charming for anew indoor season.
48" to 50" SPECIAL LINDELLA PRINTS
Style Marquise Pits
Style Lindella Plains

49c yd.

_
You've never seen such lovely and inspiring materials
-you've seldom seen such a variety to select from
-you'll revel in their beauty-and there are the
loveliest trimmings to choose from, too-Metallics
-and such.

•

'LA PRINTS
48" to 50" LINDH,
Style Glenmore Prints
Style Tripoli Prints
Style Sherwood Print.

69c yd

1.69
1.29
1.29
1.98
89c
1.00
1.98
1.00

SPUNTEX
PRINTS
• Sunfast
• A Crown Tested Fabric

48" to 50" MAYFAIR 'PRINTS
.St,yle....Cotillion _Prints_
•
Style Saratoga Prints
Style. Cord and,, ThkAel Prints
•
Style Trianon Prints
Stxle Clinton Plains

89c

yd.

This most beautiful fabric-checktested for fabric durability- •
searnffne - 0a,tagfres,..4olor doatraess
nnd general wearing qualities-yd.
1.59
Gorgeous designs :and colors-
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War and ausiness

THE LEDGER & TIMES

HERE AND THKRE
BY R. B. WEAR

I

1.10LC Announces its Record
I guess folks are thinking %bout
During Last Seven Years of Work
going to the fair this week-end.
Locust Grove News

For years businesemen everywhere have been asking: "What will
a war do to business" The answer is beginning to reveal itself.
I thank. probably I . will he there
The Home Owners' Loan Corp- come. Its reconditioning forces
Ty Holland's Tigers in their sec- also. Sure hope the grandstand
From World War experience we judge that business will boom'
Friday
last
oration
begins its seventh year of are spending about M00,000 each
McKenzie
over
and
cause
tory
time
this
fall
doesn't
at -least for the "duration," possibly for some time thereafter; than that night was a much impriertel agoperations well on its way toward working day to recapture and proexcitement. much
so
goal set by Congress-the re- tact the values of properties it
there will be a slump_ The aftermath of any war is "hard times." 'Die greation over the previous Friday
Tti first thing this week, we the
with Trigg Ceirnty wish to congratulate the newly habilitation of hundreds of thou- owns; such expenditures, which
longer and more severe a war Is, the worse and more protracted is night's tilt
sands of home owners who faced now total more than $65.000,000.
high.
wedded couples. May your paths
the depresruoti which follows it.
represent a definite contribution
team always he roses and sunshine-- the loss of their properties during towards 'safeguarding all residenof
the
entire
morale
The
of
everythiiie.
production
decreased
from
Natiens at war suffer
feature of the never thorns or thistler in the the depression. and the liquidation
standout
the
was
e
,
Wage
of the properties lj has been forcedi tial neighborhood values. Of
and must buy . ebroad. Prices rise with the demand for goods.
Tiger squad. Thee hit the field way. Miss.. Genella Hutson and
the organi- homes the HOLC holds that a
of
pfficials
This
acquire,
to.
for
labor.
demands
the
did
with
once
increase
not
and
countries
mood
high
producing
in
a
wedin
ep the
Mr. Nesbitt were united
INEMBER
available to yield income, 91.5 pi
ration said this week
which stimulates all business. To meet the their zeal show signs of diminish- lock recently. Mrs.,Nesbitt is the
as of June 30;
bor- cent were rented
"-IIV'f41 MENU' gees greater buying power,
.
53.687
ACTI\E ‘4k
T939,
30,
of
lagt!
June
As
their
"umph"
may
Conrad
Long
Mrs.
ing.
and
of
Mr.
daughter
ea. June were
exigencies of production, existing plants are renovated, modernized.
with fore-1 rental collections
all
threatened
rowers,
Miss
River.
near
Blood
of
Hutson
the
o'clock.
ly billings.
7:30
of
m
at
night
Friday
per cent
at the time HOLC step- 99.1 average monthly rental per 4111
expanded and new ones are constructed.
Tigers will meet Dawson Springs Audie Mitchell and Edgar Lynn 'closure
The
laid
in
paid
be
had
must
picture.
labor
the
into
disappear,
When the sear is over, the markets
up Murray High's athletic field, were also united in marriage Sat- ped
unit increased from $27.66 at the .
is the attract- $125.634.000 to settle their accoepts end of fiscal 1938 W1424.43 June
off, produce= curtailed. Domestic con.siunptrOn plus normal outlets With the continuation of last urday. Mrs. Lynn
borrowers.
2,051
of
full.
in
Loans
itiefist•se I.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
week's team spirit, Ty's men should ive daughter of
30, 1939. Owned properties were
aboard are insufficient to absorb sr-stimulated production.
totaling $5,300.00 were crossed off completely .
selforestaining, during
take the "spring" out of Dawson Mathie Mitchell. I haven't. learnthe books in June alone, doubling
Subscription Rates:-In First Congressional District and Henry and
cycle is accentuated by the manufacture. of strictly without a great deal of trouble.
vicious
This
Parthe
groom's
of
the
names
ed
the entire year, and management
monthly liquidation of operations
Steuart Counties. Tenn., $1.00 a yeareKentucky, $1.50; Elsewhere $2.00.
is for
average
it
the
as
Difficult
peace.
of
time
in
sale
ents.
no
the . entire existhave
over
which
products
Advertising Rates and Information about Calloway County market war
ago. Of the original borto
the. Corporation showed
Today is fourth Monday and I a yeer
It might be said about last Frian industry to be converted-ea-the manufacture of war needs, and
furnished upon application.
Corpora- ence of
the
on
'remaining
rowers
cumulative net earnings of $5,917,-e '
game with McKenzie that have seen quite ,a bit of livestock
We reserve the right to reject any advertising, letters to the Eclitor.1 be geared
up to wartime production of articles somewhat similar to day's
inure than 672,500,
it brought to light several players passing by here headed for the tion's ledgers,
514.
the
or Public Voice items, which in our opueur. Is not fur the best interest
reverse
were
cent,
to
difficult
per
83
than
more
more
even
is
or
it
peacetime,
in
normal fabrication
of unknown quality. Among the swapping ring.
of our readers.
clearly on their way to debt-free
newcomers who shared the spotprocess.
Several hags are looking for
Of these. MAN
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Fair. Ben places to live next. year. I guess home ownership.
Buchanan,
were
light
twentypast
the
during
current or less
These laws have been amply demonstrated
Williams. a lot of us poor renters and share- were either entirely
Boggess and Clayton
arrears;
in
months
S. Neutrality
than three
Lord's Day: Bible study at 9:45
five- years. In the present situation there is, first, the U.
These boys are adding the needed croppers will have to stretch a
pot only were a.m .; worship at 10:45 a. m. and
since in its presege form it zip to the squad and with the let- tent and crawl in it. Ale Why while 78,500 others
bills
The Chicago Tribune,- reportieg the gathering of the Legionnaires Act. In all probability, it will be modified,
monthly
regular
all
meeting
7:15 p. m. Meeting of young
termen bringing up their side of couldn't we all have been born
is a distinct help to aggressor nations.
but, in - addition were making reg- people at 6:30 p. in.
for their national convention, makes this astonishing revelation:
Act includes only the fight, Ty should contemplate with silver spoons in our mouths ular monthly payments on their
„Neuteality
so-called
the
under
embargo
The
Wednesday: Prayer meeting at
smiling for the spectators at least and then we wouldn't have to
"The Overseas Graves Treet Fund grew to $200e00' during 1939. it
ariearagesS About 126,000 other
fire control devices, and other items for purely once a game.
ammunition,
arms,
chairand
share-crop.
rent
Chadwick.
F.
Stephen.
adjusted
was annouricedeby.National Commander
borrowers were making
Thursday: Bible class for ladies
can still be
military purposes; alinost everything else under the son
Several folks worked the roads payments which give hope that
"What 2
man of the board of trustees. Under'French law a concession fee beI Just Laughed sit' Laughed
"come
to
enabled
be
who
those
will
they, top,
week-that is,
last
.
...
pmShall I Take To Wor.
comes due on every grave each fence's years. When this first tane limit exported.
clipthe
article
is
an
following
nations,
The
warring
Some
disabled.
all
and
through".
In
sick
'weren't
ship?" wilL be the topic at the
There is no question of the demand.
Ky.,
newsa
from
Lexington.
ped
expired following the World War it developed that the bodies of
yet
be
10teffed
to
gravel
more
have
bac
paid
Women
undase.morning service ot- worIn all, borrowers had
for manpower in .military service, drains industry.
paper not so long ago:
before the road is finkfttlellir
Americaits were to -be exhumed and burned in lime pits unless.. the need
more than $614,182.000, or about 20 ship
producfrier -a-.; fas , as possible. Concentration of effete on
"It has grieved me for years that
and
replace
diteghto
Pattfe-Roberts
principal
entire
"We Are Sees of God" will be
their',
of
cent
.
fees weye paiete* peacetime prodUets. the Kentucky players were called tesrek
J_
•Misis. IX FL, iilleebtednessT of this amount, $179.- the topic
the evening service.
..?-for rnilfitaley needs eau;es neglect of normal
itta
this is in keeping with the mercenary spirit d'hich haseeletuated
Thoroughat
instead
given
Wildcats,
must be
'Freya-fah Saturday... -That fine audience Wit Lord's
:22,000 was repaid durieg the fis' diellErlietneagleelLs,etanks, airplanes. aeid uniforms
len*relet
'enough,
.plucky
,o1-ehe..,Apriereesteet
They're.
was
breds.
Reber-14
Miss Bettie Frances
beekliase soap,
Led.
eeleeear 1939. Collections
_ffetale
PLY,
iiii;:liiere tic'Stlt-'egretit need fee - Mode clothing,
/45•5e3lieli- 'knows, but more import- a guest of Miss Rubie FaY dlivet were 100.3- per cent ZIT' rraintgr
C. L. Francis. Minister
..in the World War. They not only repudiated the- henest debt Atttr
.
use..
daily
f
the
teiseseo
tact
that
the
is
ant
otherei
of
University
thousands
Saturday
afternoon.
sixand
best
every
the
billings, capping
the' owed the United States, put after the war they insulted
behind the is a part of the -thoroughbred
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Simmons and month period in the Corporation's
In the 1914-1918 World War, it took twelve persons
periodic
it would be appropri- Pete Hutchens of near New Prov- history, during which collectiens
and
American who aptred on the streets. of Paris. They demand.
country
from'
estimated
is
itw
trencheseNo
French front.. to support one soldier in the
ate for these boys to have that
and Mrs. Tru- averaged 97 per cent as compared
fees as the price o allowing America's dead soldiers to lie in
maintain one man at the name instead of a Western Ken- idence visited Mr.
and sixteen to twenty people- will be required to
man Oliver and family Sunday. with 96.5 per cent during the prosgraves, in default of which they propose to exhume the bodies
motorization.
n,
mechanizatio
of
whom
few
in
only
a
Uram,
tucky
increase
McClure perous last six months of 1937.
Deve
trernendoes
Mrs.
Mr.
and
front, due to the
cast tlunn into'lime pits. •
have ever seen a horse, much less were
.
attending Collections
those
among
MERIT LOAN SYSTEM
averaging
and Wear and ,tear on. material.
weapons,
now are
automatic
aritftion.
the
said'
that
'Tribune,
•.Comtnancier Chadwick's -report. notes - the
preaching services at New Provi- almost $1,000.000 in principal and
industries of the home a thoroughbred."
war
the
on
demands
-greater
•
means
This
th.s
The Franklin Plan NIerit Loan System
, is that it took the dence Methodist church Sunday interest every working day.
All I can sae.
American Legion in 1937 obtained a courf ruling which permits
theyoffers avadaMe cash credit Up to 34t.10
as well as on those of the neutral- nations with which
folks up that way an awful long afternoon.,
countries,
vaults
homes
lendergreund
87,618
owns
situation.
this
The
HOLC
meeting
for
trust fund to be used
to husband and wife or singis persona
of life, the time Le find out that they lived
Mrs. Martha Adams went to with a capital value of $503.311,000.
can trade. It alsO means greater demands for the necessities
have been built at Neuilly. France. overlooking Paris, for reburials
in the thoroughbred neighborhood. Mayfield last . week. Now ehe is It has sold 55.303 properties for
,sacrificed.
oeen
has
which
of
production
ON JUST
tsf World War dead -whose•graye coneessldn fees had expired.
-Many'S It took us backward West ..Ken- all dolled up with a permanent $237.636.000. representing a loss .of
According to Berlin's calculations, 'one sdiu-ce of ,Oel
tuckiaits to locate to the Blue- and new dental work.
$44,460.000, whiCh.
y.
And it is these selfsame French who are now hoping that America
PLAIN NOTE
approximatel
YOUR
to
.
expected
confidently
grassers their own pastures. HowYes sir, Eagle, I sure do read was Met through the Corporation's
lies in subject races which were
again. will come to their help in -their new war against. Germany.- strength
TO APPLY You may use 'any of
many thouaands ever, they failed to note the fact: your letters. Some one said you reserves. During the nasal year,
releasing
industry,
and
agrieulture
ip
manpower
wayo.
Evrry tagutat resupply
the three
The Courier-Journal.
That this part of West Kentucky read mine. Sure glad you do. the Corporation sold 37,771 homes,
4
ceives OUF prompt attantayn.
_
of Germans for fighting.
Is the home of Thoroughbred However, you may be the only more than twice as many as it had
1. Telephone in, Tell us of your
by„ the
kraals;
.nonay
.
people, not just a home for Salle one that reads this Locust talk..
The demands of a nation at war are further augmented
sold 'in, the entire course tif its
the war zones far-distant millionaire's stable of
write your
2. CM this, NI out.
Robert Edwards and Guy Moore operations up to June 30.'1938;
destruction of factories, or their -loss to the enemy, if in
name and address on it - and
damin
were
more
hobby-borsesI
some
three
did
two
or
and
it
yet
infancy,
its
rtiO to us.
20.700 sales sales were made in
In the eel. of 1914-18. aviation was in
town Saturday. They left their the last six- months.' 4.638 in June,
3. CnI1 at office- -conveniently towere the results
age through aeeial bombing. More important, however,
rated. Private consultatiu,
With Coach John Miller com- wives at home, like all other men setting an all time monthly record.
plans
entire
times,
At
ZOOM,
production.
of
off
falling
pletely surrounded and cut off if they could. Isn't that right The HOLC sells its homes for a
obtained through the
the
Now
-attack.
air
Czanof
Con2.1ential dealings.
Crider,
with
Bychowsky.
women?
down payment as low as 10 per
were evacuated for hours, due to the threat
derna, Jack Dernpsy, Belson. Fox,
Hey, Pop' Eye..I know you cent, the" balancebeing amortized
.
greater.
much
is
air menace
Grey. Ganes, when I see you -Sweet Pea.
over a ,period of 15 years, and thus
goods bought In Benzee. Fetterman.
There. will be little question of cash payment for
Hutt Wyatt. 'Hahn. Crosby. Lamfar has been able to dispose of
beginmeg
the
from
bert, McCrite, Moore, Manolio,
America. Net imports of gold into the United States
its aequired properties readily, reSECURITY CO.
bringing gold McCeuley. Martin, (Mee, Paxon,
stricting its sales. hue/ever. to a
I ncorno miff
of 1934 through June, 1939, amounted to $9.569,200,000.
Oldham. Perkins.
Petrasik,
"Red"
world
adversely
not
will
the
which
of
'ef Breadray and •Ith Streets
cent
C4r,
numbesf
per
59
about
stocks to well over S16.000.000.000, Or
Sanford, Tetarro. Thompson, -Enreal
the
Rooms 505-i TitytOr
of
stabilization
the
affect
$7.8Se
at
estimated
Paducah, Kentucky
total. Foreign investments in the United States _ere
Phone 5-2-I
rico Uguccioni. Richelt, Estee and
estate market.
and must, Bilk Wearier, he la as much in the
000.000. The hulk of the gold sent to America for safekeeping.
As rapidly as the HOLC has acLome, mai • .1: •.,,b) tea •:
dark as we are with his Murray
,
qutreti homes, they have been
of the in;:estments. belong to the democracies..
•••••••mmammomull 11)
by the Frosts squad. He has a grand
placed in condition to yield tn- lessemee
-In. thailiquidation of this war chest, goods will be taken
hunch of material and I have
shippedbewill
Metal
the
of
more
fact,
in
and,
who
noticed a few of the boys
owners rather than gold,
withdrawal will give 'added strength to the
. America to supplement these assets. Ordinarily."the
here to
the United States, varsity next year. .
of aeliggei part of these 'funds might be harmful to
Coach John might be compelled
would stimarticles
manufactured
and
but their exchange for materials
to bring out his "mule skinner"
accelerate
further
to calm these yearlings down a bit
ulate business, and create employment which would
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METHODIST CHURCH NOTES
Oliver. A basket -dinner will be
I). Paschall. Jr., and
Mrs.
served on the lawn at the noon
Sunday. October 1, 1939
friend Miss Josephine Walters of
Everyone is invited to
hour.
Paducah, Mr. and Mrs. Clifton
If there's a blessing known,
come and bring some one with
At the morning worship service.
Alderdice of Farmington. Mr. and
Pass it on.
you.
Mrs. Luther Fisk, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Rylon McClure and at 10:50 o'clock, following a bhort
'Twas not known for you a lone-Bernard Hall, Mrs. Dora Pryor,
Pass it on...
baby. Mr. and Mrs. James H. Gip- sermon by the pastor on "Ye Shaft
Mrs. Lee Alderdice and daughter
traeel down the years,
son and daughter were Saturday Know th% Truth and the Tiuth
A distinctive new Color Har-0--Jordan
Julian
_Mrs.
Anne. Mr, aud
night guests. of Mr. and Mrs. Jess Shall 'Make You Free." the young
-it._ dia a/tether's tears, •
monizing Service which enables
all of Farmington, Prayton Pas- iI
Till in heaven the - deet.appears, Dick.
people - and - College students- will
furniture buyers in and around
chall of Paducah, Mr. and Mrs.
Pass it on.
"Uncle Jeff" Stubblefield and be honored in our monthly 'comy to select liv.ing
West Kent
Bb Mathis and granddaughter
Pete Wisehart were in Murray munion service in that they will
ich tastefully harroom suites •
Jane, Mrs. Violet Harrison of St.
Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Hutson Thursday.
monize with thtis rugs walls and
be served first We invite- all I•3
Roy Kelly spent the week-end Louis, Mrs. Adelbert Reeves „and
and daughters were Wednesday
Freeland& Have Fishlry
drapes has just been announced with Mr. and Mrs. Bob Kelly.
share with us the sacrement of
Merle
children, Mr. and Mrs.
night guests of their son and
An old-time fishfry was held the Lord's Supper. This sermon is
As a
by Rhodes-B,urford eco.
Mr. and Mrs. Chandler Jarvies, Andrus'and son, Mrs. Will Reeves,
brother, Clifton Hutson, and Mrs. September 10 at the L. L. Free- en effort to answer the charge that
part of this service, a`scseiolution0., Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Davania.
Cleveland,
of
Rose
Toy
Shady
Hutsoia and daughter, near
ary new pre-testing devi*: known
land Sr., farm at Freeland. Those there is a conflict between sciThreatt and Mrs.
Mrs. Lundy Tubbs and Mrs. AlGrove.
as the Kroehler Color liar •nizer. and Mrs. Boss
present were Mr. and Mrs. L. L. ence and religion. There can be. no
epeat last Tuesday vie Galloway of Almo spent
Threatt
Leona
,
has just been installed in
0
con- Freeland and son James, Mr. and such conflict.
still
Hatfield
is
Mrs.
Wiley
Thorn.
Claud
Mrs.
with Mr. and
Adelbert
Mrs.
with
Thursday
nsires' showrooms to help ho
fined to her bed and is very feeble Mrs. G. E. Freeland and daughAt the evening worshp hour, 7:30
dirmer was given at Reeves
birthday
R
•
ter Alma. Mr. and Mts. R. J. o'clock, the pastor will preach
makers discover which Kroehl
at this time.
e home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Mrs. Gus Haley honored her
Mildred, Paul again from the text: "My people
living room suite ideally compleMitten Lewis, Mr. and Mrs. Moody and children,
September 24, in husband wine a birthday dinner
Sunday,
n
ments decorative
treatments in
Clte& Lax and daughters, Mr. and Vernon, J. p., and . Charlotte of perish for lack of knowledge." Igfifty-fifth
Thorn's
Mrs.
of
hon.
attending
Those
10.
September
their own living rooms.
Mrs,, Bill Simmons and son. Mrs. Buchanan, Tents; E. L. Freeland, norance has taken a tremendous
birthdLy. A bountiful dinner was
Solon Griffin,
hied
"The Left room suite has been served to Mr. and Mrs. Bob Kel- were Mr. and Mrs.
Bertha Allbritten, Mr. and ,Mrs. Jackson. Tenn., p
toll 441 Jiminap like. 41b11 41*-4/Aand
and children, Mr.
Haley
Charley
and sister, Mrs. Annie Moir ey
definitely established as the key ly and son Bobby, Mr. and Mrs.
and
Willie
Sttibblefietd
daughter,
by the pastor in attending the evtbaby,
and
Haley
George
Mrs.
and
Mc.
C
H.
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Detroit;
to the interior color harmony Carl Haley and children, Mr. and
.
Mrs. Marion Allbritten, Mr. and
ning service?
and two
Haley
Carl
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Hazel.
of
Clure
problem," stated
Mr. Dinwiddie Mrs. Claude Thorn and children,'
Mrs. Andrew Housden, • Mr. and
The Sunday School is the one
Mrs. John
all
and
fish
hour
noon
the'
At
manager of the Mayfield store to- Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Sweet and children, Mr. and
Mrs. Alma Burton and grandchilmeans of grace designed for those
Mrs. Euel Jones
day. . "Surveys reveal that the children, Mrs. Nancy Swett, Mr. Haley, Mr. and
dren, - and Mrs. Linda Simmons the trimmings was served on the of all ages and stations in life.
Roosevelt
lawn. A very enjoyable day was
proper choice of a living room and Mrs. Howard Thorn and son and son. Mr. and Mrs.
were
Friday
dinner
Mr.
guests
of
No one is ever too cold or too
Mr. and Mrs.
suite in fabrics and colors which Billie, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Maness Mathis and children.
and Mrs. Hardy Hutson of Paris. spent by all present.
yeung to attend Sunday School,
children, Daland
Lancaster
Clynt
harmonize with rugs, walls and and children, Mr. and MM. RayTenn.
and no argument against your atMr. and
•Maxine,
and
Anna,
las,
enjoyed
was
game
big
A
ball'
drapes is one of the most distress- mond Thorn and son Donald, Lucy
Mary
Lucille
Simmons and Sunday afternoon by all which was tendance can be well founded.
Copeland and daughing'problems facing furniture buy- Jane, Luvada and Bed Thorn, Mrs. Inilevie
your
brother, E. H., were Sunday afterGriffin, Mr.
played between the farms of Cleve Take your place and. BRING
ers today. Until we secured this Kathryn Pace, Hilda, Harold, and ter Betty, Randell
noon guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clay
and Mrs. James Daugherty and
Simmons'. Every chilciren_ts Sunday School.
-BiU
and.
Lax
unique Kroehler Color stiarmon- Hayes
and
Len*
McClure.
Pritchett,
The children and young people
and Mr. and
Sunday afternoon you are invited
izer, our customers had te'llepend Gracie Thorn, Joe and William son James Franklin,
and two children.
Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Osbron to come. The more that come, the meet in their respective rooms at
entirely upon their own memories Thorn, Darleene Puckett, Doris Mrs. Gus Haley
6:45 eaeh Sunday evening and your
.
and son were last . Sunday night more fun.—Ky. Belle.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Barefield of
.
to visualize just how their new Cakiwell, and Billie Pritchett.
children might find these meetings
and Monday guests of Mrs. OsPaducah spent Sunday with Mr.
living room suites would look in
,
Mr. and Mrs. Noah 'Pace and and Mrs Roosevelt matei
.profitable to them.
bron's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eltheir own homes. Now, however, children of Tennessee are visiting
Almo
of
We welcome to our services those
mus Mitchell.
Mrs. Jeff Edwards
we need merely use the Kroehler Mr. And Mrs. Roy Thorn and
of all denominations, particularly
Miss Pernie Mae Simmons was
spent Thursday with Mr. and Mrs.
Color Harmonizer to justify indi- Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Pritchett.
a Monday afternoon visitor. of
those why. do not have an organ- •
Ralph McDaniel.
vidual color tastes in any of 343
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Cleaver of
Mrs. Altus Hopkins and son Lovely, red-headed Susan Hayward finds it hard to resist Joseph Allen, Mrs. Ada Ellis.
ization in .Murray. You should ,not
different combinations."
Mr.
Paducah spent Saturday with
Mrs. Monnie
spent -Tuesday with Mr. and Mrs.
Mitchell was a
neglect this means of grace and
Rhodes-Buford- C. invites any- and Mrs. Will Cleaver.
Jr., when he presents his pleas for her love in the new Paramount Tuesday night
Roosevelt Mathis..
visitor of Mrs. Johnwe Methodists will try to make
one - to see the new Kroehler Color
which opens Tuesday and Wednesday nie Simmons and family.
Citizen,"
Milton Downing
Leading
Mr. and.
drarna,""Our
LITTLE ROCK. Ark., Sept. 28— you welcome..
,
The Rev. George Long will be,
Harmonizer. By operating -differBirmingbirn spent Saturday
his
In
grandest
proBurhs
Bob
stars
56-year-old
picture
Mrs. Grady.. Housden and son Harman Baker,
Come and worship With us of ;UT ent dials,. it is possible to show night with Mr. taxi - -Mrs. Wesley gin a meeting at -the Church of at the N'arsity Theatre. 'rhe
at
hospital
,Baker
the
were
prietor_
of
Monday guests of Mrs. Eva
have no church home.
Christ here Thursday /tight, Sep- !oic as a lawyer-philosopher who, among other things, straightens out
shadow-box PiitWes_.0fs_k_.mcKfern Brown.
- _
- surrendered
' J. =ex lealtnek'ilistor,7-tember 21.—C. A.
Kroehler living room suite as it
the romantic difficulties of MisS Hayward and Allen.
in
Mrs. Frank Corgis and chilFriday
here
marshal
S.
U.
the
and
Mrs.
Mr.
James
'Arab,
Jim
would appear in your own home. dren spent the week-end with Mr.
indictment
federal
.
a
to
response
and
Johnnie
Mathis
Simmoni,
Any possibility of picking out a and Mrs. Frank Starks.
Mitchell and children were in charging him and seven others FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
tieing'room suite which failed to
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Darnell and
with use of the mails to defraud.
'Murray Wednesday.
haemonize properly with your own children, of Benton spent Sunday
S.
Four present members and one
There will be a pie supper at
16th and Main
living -room is entirely eliminated with - Mr. and Mrs. L. AI L. LangsMacedonia school Saturday night, former member of Ina Eureka
Howell M. Forgy, Pastor
community Day
when the Color Harmqpizer is ton.
with
named
staff,
hospital
Springs
30.
September
come!
Everybody
beSunday services-10 a. m., SunIn a car wreck last week
correctly used.—Advt.
Our school will sponser a cont.
was -frme at Oak -Miss Genella Hinson and Thom- him in the indictment, surrender- day School for all ages; College
Mr. and Mrs. Claudie Vick, and
and Paris. Ray- munity day Friday. October 0. - -The singing
Crossland
tween
to
glad
with
Sunday. We ,.were
children spent the week-end
as Nesbitt and Miss Audie Mitchell ed at the same time. All made Bible Class. 11
m.. Worship. Servmend Wilson sustained 3 broken Neighboring schools are invited Grove
Mrs. Nannie Edwards.
visiting 'singers.
and Edgar Linn were married Sat- bond, Baker for $10.000 and the ice. 7
m., iWestminster Fellowribs and Jo Jones' car was burned. to take part in the progaam. The have the
each.
Mrs. Lacy Joyce and daughter,
$1.000
others for
Odie Morris cleaners ou7. a pond urday afternoon, September 23s
ship.
The writer spent last Tuesday scholastic events will be held beMrs. Willie Joyce and children
Miss Mary Lucille Simmons was -The - Indictment, returned by the
right with Mrs. Mary Morrow and ginning at 9 a. m. Immediately Monday.
A hearty welcome is extended
ArEastern
are visiting in Paris at this writfor.
jury
grand
S.
U.
a
.Friday
afternoon
of
her
caller
up
Bobbie Jones has been taking
family at Crossland and-'with Mrs. after this the various - athletic
to all.
•••
•
seckept
.
ing.—C. A.
and
Tuesday
last
kansas
aunt,
Jessie
and
Simmons,
daughwith
Wednesday
Morroys we spent
events of ,eunning and jumping hay.
ret until the defendants' were in 'lepers to read oar CLASSIFIEDS.,
Mrs. Eula McConnel Paschall and will be held. In the afternoon :Mr: and Mrs. Bert Moore at- ter, Mrs. Eva Hutson.
Wayne Williams is hot - doing so custody, was described by District
Grove.
Oak
near
'e
family
The North Fork Baptist chureli:
softball games will be played tended the singing at Oak Grove well this week as he was last Attorney Sam Rorex as cherging
two
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Cooper of between the girls' and boys' teams Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Eggman
located near Jones Mill, Tenn., will
counts the use of the
with
Mrs. Walter Moore was very week. .Dr. Fisher was called Tues-. in seven
Kirksey and Farmington.
sponsor -an all-day singing Sun- and children of St. Louis spent Almo were Sunday visitors
mails to defraud in connection
day afternoon to see him.
attended of
and
parents
Cooper's
Mrs.
relaher
and
when
Mr.
Mr.
surprised
much
with
the
week-end
spread
be
will
luncheon
Society"
am tier slaty*: "('.55 on my ro"Crashing
day, and
''"Uncle -Tom" Elkins reports rest- with a plan to obtain money for ach was so
bad I couldn't eat or steel:eV:as
Sunday School here Sunday- mornAt 8 p. m. the first dramatic en-' tives and friends took her a nitè` .ing better at this writing.
on the ground at noon. according Will Eggman.
cure.
cancer
to press on my heart. *tileseemed
alleged
even
an
.
member
a
is
Mrs. J. C. Davania of Mayfield ing. Mr. Cooper, who
tertainment of the current school birthday dinner recently.
'rtka Drought me quick relief. Now. Fest
to an announcement made Monthere
15,
will
On
1939,
October
prayclass,
People's
sleep floe, never fe,t ..tretarr"
stab,
as I
"Aunt" Jennie Jones, Mrs. 0. T.
Year will be held. ,-Mrs. Outland
day by One Key, committeemem- is visiting her daughters Mrs. Will of the Young prayer.
AsSheep
The Wayne County
be'a twin birthday dinner at the
ed a beautiful
Reeves.
is presenting "Crashing,Society,"sa Paschall, and Mrs. Haugntie Byars old Bradshaw farm east of Free- sociation assisted in the purchase
ber for the singing.
home
Jones visited
Talmage
Hal . Mathis is visiting In Cenroyalty play of three acts center- were callers in the home of Mrs. land, Ky., to -honor Buddie Easley of western ewes for Clinton counPresent for the occasion will be
folks last week.
Dale es Stubblefield Druggists
ing around Adam Dunigan. an old- Ben Byars Thursday.
special quartets and vocal- -en- tralia,144,- at.- this. writing.
and his twin sister. Mrs. T. M. ty farmers.
Carlos Erwin, who teaches ne
Mrs. Violet Harrison of SC
Miss Inez Byars was a week-end
fashioned country gentleman who
sembies,
weekLouis spent the week-end with Union City. Tenn.. was, a
inherits a million dollars. Elsie, guent of Miss Chester Orr. Misses
end visitor with his parents, Mr. his wife is determined to crash Orr and Byars attended the singing
Mrs. • Will Reeyes.
Erwin.
D.
"Mrs. Dora Brown spent the and Mrs. W.
society and Adern is forced to pur- at Oak Grove Sunday.
We suggest'that you people who chase an expensive home in New
week-end in Paducah,
The Rev. Mr. Powers of Paris
_Murat
fair
Calloway
the
attend
Mayfield
of
Davania
Mrs. J. C.
York _City.
debt ered ,a splendid gospel serweek.
the
of
part
latter
the
dinray
birthday
a
with
tionored
family
was
Follow t he Denigan
mon at North.Fork ,§unday night.
ner at the home of her daughter, notice in the flower department through three weeks of New York
Miss Mary Catherine Morris and
Bad breath is sometimes duo to bad. Mrs. Will Reeves, Sunday, Sep- for a coxcerinb which measure social life and come prepared for Mlle brother, Welter& B.,` were
teeth and alert due to sluggish tember 17. Everyone that came more than a yard in circumfer- two hours of seffblesdhie hilarity Monday guests of their grandparbrought a basket of food. At the ence raised by Mrs. George Wind- when you see "Crashing Society". ents. Mr. and Mrs. Ben Byars.
bowels. '
•
s hour the tables were load- sor of South Howard
dinner
inGlad to report Mrs. Nannie Jones
may
it
neglect
to
It offends. And
We understand Rain Crow someThe FFA boys will hold their is improving some. She is at the
ed with all kinds of delicious
other
constipations
vite a host of
dishes. In .the center ef the, table times 'entertains company from monthly meeting Tuesday night. home of her son, Aubrey_ Jones.
discomforts: headaches, billOu s - was a double-decked cake with 78 Crossland.
Pa, Carson, Hugh Palpser. and
_
John Paschall of near Puryear James Carlton with Mr. Walston and Mrs. Jones-. s_ _
,ness, loss of appetite and energy.
candles on it. Those enjoying the
Mrs. Manuel Paschall, Mrs. Add
which
calves
twin
of
Don't let constipation slow y o u dinner included Mr. and Mrs. Her- is the owner
took 'part in the Kest Kentucky
Paschall. Mrs. Clyde Scharlsorough.
down. Take a little spicy, all vege- man Davania of Paducah. Mrs. might win several blue ribbons if Fair at Paducah last week end.
Mrs. Talbert Story and son. Tomfairs.
table BLACK-DRAUGHT tonight. Trent Watson (s and children of exhibited at county
mie Dan. and Mist Mary CatherTwenty-two attended the MisThe softball teams will go over
In the morning there's an evaeua- Sedalia, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
ine Morris visited in the sick room
meeting at Mrs: Ivan
sionary
tion that's generally thorough. You 1 Davaina and son Jack of Fulton. Guthrie's last Thursday at which to Farmington Friday and play of Mrs. Hattie Paschall Thursday
at the ,annual Community Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Davania
feel fine again!
Paducah, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Al- time an interesting program was The sophomore class which won afternoon.
inThe rtew baby boy in the home
principal
•
RAUGHT'S
'
BLACK-D
in the contest before the pie supderdice and daughter Betty of presented.
Hub Dunn bought the Kelley per, will get to go to Farmington of Mr: and Mrs. Gaylon Morrir
gredient is an "intestinal tonic- Farmington, Mr. and Mrs. A. D.
laxative." It helps impart tone to Paschall of Paducah. Mr. and Mrs. school building last Tuesday.
free. The senior class lost out by has been named Gaylon Holley
Morris. .
lazy bowel muscles. Millions Of Lee -Reeves and children, James .Dewey Grogan has built another 40 cents.
ate very sorry to hear that
and Trucile of Almo. Mr. and room to his house.
packages used yearly!
This week is, very busy with six little Dorothy Love _Key is ill
at present. Here's hoping a speedy
In our opinion these new RCA Victor sets arc
weeks' tests being given.
recovery for Dorothy Love..
the greatest values 'thee radio began. Not
No. 42 of a series.
You
MorSue
and
Nell
Rama
Martha
First And Second Grades
only do they offer you more in beauty and
of
guests
night
were
Monday
ris
are
grades
second
The first arid
performance ... but they are designed for use
Working on a Health Unit. The their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
with an RCA Victor Television Attachment.
,•
children -have been busy collecting Ben Byars.
This sensational invention will plug into these
I was glad to see so -many of
health pictures fOr- posters and
radios. Then you will hear television sound on
booklets. They used Mitt for their the little 1Olks I --know being on
the loudspeaker of the set, and see television
Lynn Grove
blackboard eporder.
the .honor roll
IN TIMES OF RISING
pictures -on the screen of the Attachment
The honor roll for the first school, especially little Swann EdIn Today—Beset Piths These Great Valdes!
Case
TAXES, UNEMPLOYMENT,
month is as follows:
ward Parks,—Golden Lock. s First grade: Euva Nell Parker.
FARM PROBLEMS,THE
Sue Glass, Beauton Suiter And
IN MEMORY
RECORD OF BEER IS
Pat Irvan Usrey.
Second grade: Zann Patton. LinDOUBLY INTERESTING
Walston,
In memory of my dear sister.
da Helen Swift, Jeanette
and Eddie Riley.
Inez. who passed away September
- Push-Button Tuning Sensation! New 3-Band
These having all perfect spelling 22. 1938.
I MILLION WORKERS.
American and Foreign Reception Clear View,
GOVERNMENT COSTS:
lessons for the first month were When the evening shadows gather
Boor makesjobs in
Illuminated Dial! Brilliantly Beautiful ModLinda Helen Swift and Eddie
And we're sitting all alone
Beer contributes
over 100 Industries,
ern-style Cabinet! Magic Eye!8 RCA Victor
Riley. _
,
In our hearts.there comes a long
a Million Dollars
Tubes! Victrola or Television Attachment
ing
in Taxes
Switch!"Plug-in" for Victrola Or Television
That she only could come home.
SHADY HILL SCHOOL NEWS
Attachment! 12" ElectroDynamic Speaker! Band
often wander
Our school days. atg4apidli pat- Our thoughts do
Metal Tubes.
Indicator!
Only
To her grave not far away _
sing by. Thsamination week .ie here
sweetly singFor finer radio performance
again. We have been working hard Where the birds are
ing
... RCA Victor Radio Tubes
this month, to make the honor roll.
While each heart ips quietly sob'Leon Grogan. visited school Wed•
bin&
nesday afternoon. We invite him 100,000 FARMERS:
Out- a silent peaceful prayers
•
to- corne again..
Beer pavs 100 Million
good
havnen
been
-hive
We
Dollars for Fenn Crops.
you Inez, darling
time -plaeing with our .,new. balls We will meet
In that bright and happy home
we "received for selling candy.
parting'
Cordelia -1furkeen and Russell Where there'll be no more
And where sorrows neVer come.
Jones won the prize for selling the
Writtep . by `a *sister.
One of the most amazing values since radio
I most candy.
began. Improved Push-Button 'tuning for
Irene Waldrop.
We wish to thank Superintendent
6 stations. New 3-band Clear-Vision Illu- Arnett for sending our seater last"
minated Dial. 6 RCA Victor Tubes. "Plug,
week.
in" Connection for Victrola or Television
PIE SUPPER
We gave 0 very interesting proAttachment. Victrola and Television Atgram last Thursday afternoon. Sevtachment Switch. Cabieral patrons attended. net harmonizes with upThere will be a pie supper at
to-date homefurnishings. Only
Hobby Jones visited school Wed- Pleasant Hill echool aSturday
.
.
nesday.
night. October • 7, --it was anOur -third grade class is working flounced today by instructors.
I
madebird
have
a
unit.
on
They
TO KEEP BEER'S MANY BENEFITS,
(Model T-80 with Magic aye,Push-Pull Output.
their booklets and plan to make iiiiimummoimall
and $I Tubes is another of our super-value RCA
Victor Table Models. Ask to see it today.)
bird houses, a bird bath, and a feed
FOR YOU AND FOR THEM, AMERICA'S
.
tiatenefillseef rest eillg:ceeeendaie-free!
New Method
ing station. '
. . ...
brericelf amide!
BREWERS WANT TO HELP KEEP BEER
Our fourth grade class is work
SOLE
ing on a pioneer project.
RETAILING AS WHOLESOME AS BEER ITSELF_
SHOES
Our honor roll is as follows:
THEIR PROGRAM WILL INTEREST LOCAL_
First grade: Reba -Dell Hopkiir
Half Soled and Heeled
third ' grade. William Goodwin
LAW AUTHORITIES... AND YOU.
—atKathleen Ross; fourth grade: Mar'
NT SEND YOU ME FACTS?
„Nell Hjap_kitts,'Jane Russ; sixth
4-NEW
Forfree bolviriet, address: thriteelfiretrers
eideT Jaiscies Tainel, W. H. Hopkins: eighth grade: Cordelia BurFou trdation,19 East 40th St Netv York, N.Y.
keen,- Charles Firmel: Opal- Wilo BR liams.
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eAfter it was almost too late
was informed that in washing
Cr00
your eyes always rub to your nose,
not temple, and to avoid' wrinkles
Guess you needn't 'look for Chat.
moon
I
prophesied
On last new
wash and rub forhead down. Not
terox's items regularly now, she's rain on September 13-18—just a up: Backward turn backward. 0
ving more items than she can springle out Stella way. But at time in youf flight! Make me a Lemon „pollen&
. LOUISVILLE Ky., Sept. 28, would be begun within a few days
Murray, who
attend to at presept what -with Holly • Springs, Miss., according to child again just for tonight.
Keen Johns-cue Democratic nomi- with a view of making the younger
more than once has been charged
light housekeeping, washing and Curd's South Reporter. a heavy
- nee , for Governor, and tilt other elem.:a:It of the party a dominant
I was in town Saturday p. rn. with g similar offense, was placed
in- the
ironing on the side and attending Terri was reported. Also rain in Saw thousands and -thousands. Mr. in - the county jail here Monday
—party -notteitter4-ceisesto4e-eff+ee-widl
Campaign
JitiadqUarState
which
andgpwhOle-hearted
college
again--even
trying
to
learn
and
receive the
:'San- Tone", Tex. I'm down
and Mrs. Quitman Welker, out charged with forgery.
typewriting.
,thusiestie 'support of young Demo- tees ,cogfidently expects to roll up
out.
Crossland way, I asked Mrs. Vera
Robert Alexander, also of Mur.
note
that
crats throughout the State, Gene at the polls in November.
I
•I would advise any who, like
Rogers when the first small, new ray, an alleged accomplice with •
Mogley. Jr.. state chairman of the
an editorial in paper money bills came into the Holland. was arrested last week
the Chatterbox and inisband, have
last week's pa- bank? She exchanged to me two after he had endorsed a check
Yoking Democratic urganization of.
leisurele taken their time about
the Democratic -.State Campaign
per presented a. new ones for old awkward ones. written to him and bearing the
finishing • college while teaching,
Cummittee, announced after a
rea- 1 - axis told that Bun Ray has an signature of former sheriff Clint
.plausible
not to enter school during a .faH
Another Monday and no idea
rnteting with:Parker 'W. Quncan.
son
why the old one yet. Burr Waldrop, ice Drink/t. The draft was made
term. Why it makes one „feet, so
to
of Monticello.''ho was in -charge for the little column I try
war
in man, has a 2-dollar bill. I won air out for $10.
awful
grand motherly to siy in a class
of the yew* Democratic organize. scribble. Guess Olive Oyl must
Europe should old style silver dollar at Coldwater
With -a host of teen Age children,
After his arrest, Alexander listfor
news
anypoor
"nose"
have
a
lion for John Yourig Brown in the
cease--that Po- fiddlers contest.. Behold! all things
sane who may have -Tie-en -0We
ed Holland as the writer of the gle,
recent gubernatorial.... party Joie- way.
land is lost and have become new—except me and
students,
check, but confessed he was an lei
. ;Ices were
Regular monthly sera
mary. '
devaatated. My Hambone.- Our equal not found
lt is a -change tho from the regaccomplice.. Examining'-'trial for
. private sen- below, only found
pier routine and we've at last
In. a letter to Mr- --Motley Mr. held - at Beech Grove I Presbyneither has been held.
timent publicly
want- to take tertaiV. Bell City Daetist)., Story's
'reaeheel the age when_we go to
Connie Mills. Herman tiogers,
. wait
expressed.
It
school to really try to kern.
Hugh Tompkins, Earl Woodall,
Nothing so eventful had taken Matters not how great an isult may Brent, Edwards, Jesse Hendley.
you and the campaign organize- Pleasant *Presbyterian) Sunday.
place across the river since we be inflicted on our . peaceful na- and Vgn Clark, World War vet. lien assuranee of my -active sup- It is very unfortunate that all four
tion from the war lords across the erans of.-Company B. 113th Amleft.
.
port of Mr. Johnson-and -the Demo- of_those churches, being the only
In memory of our companion
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Larteaster from -Wean. Going to war would only unition
cratic ticket. I am sere. this sen- ones near, have their services on
Train, all of Calloway and father, who passed from this
and
Sunday.
Olive
Coy!,
•same
the
neat- Tutu visited at home'the make bad matters _worse and attended a reunion at Earlington. world September 20, 1938, at the
tirnent.-is shared by a Vast maworse. And their blood have they Ky.., September 24. Some 2 or age of 31 years,'
past week-end.
- jority. of those who supported Mr. family attended Story's Chapel
where- the Rev. Lester Eason de- The discovery of a rich silver deposit in the Arizona desert leads to some
The little son of Mr. and Mrs. shed like water, and none to bury three states were represented. Had Just one year ago today.
'Etruneeein the recent peinairy.
_shall be glad to assist or co-operate livered an inspiring sermon on ekeiting moments in RKO Radio's "Bad Lands." Seen here, left to right. Stanley Iackson burned his feet them.
to cross the Tennessee and Cum- My dear companion passed away
badly when he walked through
can dnrjng the -.No room for him.- and dined at
_in, any, way that
A man in MAyfield sbot and berland. rivers on SS and 41. con- To a land of endless day:
Roy"
Williams,
Francis
Ford,
Andy Clyde and Noah
.fire at a sorghum mill last week.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. A. are Guinn "Rig
...present campaign" killed two of big- brothers-in-law crete highways. 4fter. the ArmOther guests in the Berry, Jr., all featured members of the cast. The story otonceens the
Reaves.
Mrs. Gertrude Spiceland visited with a "32" pistol. Say is it against isttce they remained in France As I wander at his greveside,
Mr.- Duncan has already mailedhome were Mr. and
Reavetthe hia, to tote a pistol concealed? from Nov. 11, 1918 to Aug. 1919 A saddened teardrop falls;
re-tters -to all persons Who'1*.reed
gate of a sheriff's posse at the hands of savage Apaches, Saturday asi F. H. Spiceland last week-end.
Mrs. Virgie Lovins. Rainey and
to get armaments back home . . Yet I know he waits in tlfe
as couni.y. rtsujrmeh Jai _the •Yaiirig Burie Reaves, Wilda Jean era
Most of families have catalogs
the Varsity,
Bonet! Reaves.
Oury
Lovins,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Porter
Through many months of adversDemocratic organization. ein the
Heavens wide
of Robuck and_ Spears, Mont-gum
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Story of
McCuiston.
Mr.
"Punch"
Allbritity and triumphs. Hambone Said: To greet me there when the
Benwn campaign as well as to
Ward.. Once- Our neighbor sent to
Almo. Mrs. Maggie Boyd aneson.
ten
and
a
few
others'
spent
a
very
apples,
"I
give
Sig
Malissy
some
hundred;q4rf- sanecinet workers who
Master calls.
to get a pair
Mrs. Ermine Hayes and son, apd. If I were I should have missed
enjoyable Sunday at Mr. and Mrs. Memphis mail order
she gave me some roasting
were active in support of Mr.
joy that was mine
of shoes. I got a pair at Murray an'
Mrs. Alice Ellis visited Mr. and The beautiful
Bill McClure's September 24.
•
;
middle
man
in
it,
to
ears,
am'
no
Brown. ,His letter to the county
The
Lord has called him; it was
same
money—exactly
Mrs. Lee Humphreys. Mrs. Bell. ' ,today
I had the privilege of attending for less
speculatfon".—"Eagle".
chairmen and precinct workers
His will,
Simply because one scarlet bloom
brand. Mine fit my feet. A fel- avoid
Story
and
Rupert
Sunday
and
atservices
at
the
Murray
Baptist
1Continued from Page 1)
- said in part': • •
But in ...uur hearts, he liveth still.
low went to Paducah and bought
tended services at Story's Chapel. Came to brighten my little room.
church Sunday night.
--Mrs. Eaton Morgan
-Anybody can be a good wina pair of-pants, smooth and purty., !WES JERSEY HERD,SIRE ..t
Mr. and Mrs. Kirksey Doublin
Yes,
we
feel
pretty
much
at
ed to.a first down on the McKenand children
ner but the only true test of our Are
Within a month they fuzzed up— I
rents, of a new daughter. And it is strange, but when I am
home
back
in
Calloway
but
if
third
down
Buchanan
zie 7. but op,
A registered Jersey herd site
party loyalty is whether
had to be sheared. You may send
tired.
Inewerived last Week.
we're too busy to write
just.
.
fumbled
a
lateral
end
a
pass
on
Colpurchased
by
A.
J.
been
We can alsuerbe, teegood
of go on and trade, and I can has
The Spirit Of unrest _ is seizing A floWered plate, or a quaint gay fourth down was incomplete and see you.—Chatterbox.
eldre_Browp had been nominated- as theeeyer,. people-...again, -- with
-stuptia.t...the.Astiy7 ot_fdurray, Be_ pon_of Route 3. Murray, from F. G. JR pays to reed our CLASSIFIEDS.-----ni•-•••••-•••
the 'Democratic eaffdidite. for -Gee- c.fTritied -"reports circulating that. Or ,a ne,w pan placed on my theitall went over again. ,
sure ypu patronize your hwn.home Gingles. Kirksey.
Cause Discomfort
In the 'second quarter. Williams
The animal is Killingly Prince
errior, we would have expeeted. work is good again in Detroit.
kitchen shelf,
TO BEGIN MEETING
town. Suppose' the farmers take
and Tam sure we would hive re- 'Sylvester Reaves left last week Can magically lift my spirits tip: brought a McKenzie punt to his
their products to Murray to sell .Raleigh 399988, according to The
ceived. the whole-hearted support and secured a job almost immed- Something for a quarter,— or a own 35. He- ran 10 ,yards for a
Elder C. L. Francis will begin and- the merchants say "We trade American Jersey Cattle Club. 324 For quick relief
first down on-,-the- 437- Then he a meeting at Almo' Church- of with Tennessee and Illinois only. West 23rd St., New York, N. Y.
of -Mr. Johnson and his entire or- iately at Dodge's. As distant pasdollar—or a dime.
took
Buchanan's
pass
and
ran
to
from the misery
long,
-, ganizatien. I_ feel that it is. no tures always seem greenest I sup- That I have waited for
Christ Spnday night. October 1, Benedict Arnold turped traitor on
McKenzie's 30. He made a 8 yard and will continue his lectures for his own nation in the RevolutionSixty-four model tobacco barns of colds, take 666
lees • than our duty to render to pate there will be a lot of vacant
. .
long time."
- -again. through the line_ '-Bush Bog- about -10 nights. The aerviees will- are- war.- Wonderful story of with- ridge ventilators now are in
--(althe 071--4.1Eri -Johnsen-and the-entire Dente- hoitheS
'If • Work - really I
Liquid-Tablets-Salve-Nose Drops
gess plunged to a first dewn on begin each night at 7:30.
use in Hardin county.
' cratic tfeket the same fulls Meas- good.
love: tell it to me again,
McKenzie's 10. .Buchanan passed
ure of support which we would
Mrs. Bula Reaves had several
aCross the goal line to Ben hug- CHILDREN
CHILDREN
lee
lea
have expected had the candidate -teeth extracted last -week,. and is
gess, who scored the first touchhr our choice received the nomina- suffering very much from them.
ADULTS=Baleony,
Matinee
Barret
Sundays,
and
down. Williams' kick was low, BALCONY, Nights,
tion.
14.
Sundays and Holidays
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Orr of aincl,the
'H,,oiiday
ZTc
I'm sure all who .attended the
score wee' 6-0.
No party would.long- survive -Tall, Festival at Lynn Grove Fri- Mayfield spent the week-end .with
Los-er Floor. Matinees, Except
In
the
third
quarter,'
William's
LOWER
FLOOR,
Nights.
Sundays.
'members': • supported-. its day night, will agree that it was Mr. -ansi_IMrs. Jimmie Orr and caught McKen-zie's punt on his 30Via
Sundays and Holidays
and Holidays
.334
ticket.Only when the tendidate of a very beautiful entertainment and
yard line. outran two would-be
their preference happened to be showed-that a lot of patient trainMr. and Mrs. Prie Morris and 'tacklers, and then behind marknow that ing bad been given the little ones family. Francis Virginia. Laverne, velous interference raced 70 yards
• the manclard bearer'
you are too big and tea -loyal to who were..in it. The Queen and and Christine, of Whitlock. Tenn.: for Murray's second touchdown.
visited Mr.. and _Mrs—Oman Pas- He nonchalantly place-kicked the
the .Democratic _party fo let any. her court were especially
as- disappointment yoo may feel Oyer.. I am not, as a -rule, a lover of chall Sunday.
extra point.
.
Lona
Nance. - Mildred
ase, result of the repent primary poetry, but recently - I ran acres - Mrs.
On the p:ay, however, the ofhinder -you in giving to ' Keen some verses by Grace Noll Crow- Nance. Mrs. Berne Love- Tarking- ficials charged a Tiger tripped a
Paramount prosants
.
.
Johnson and .the Democratic tick- ell that
were so lovely and yet ton visited Mrs. Holice Grooms McKenzie player after Williams
et- your unstinted and active sup, so simple that I should like to Saturday. Afternoon visitors were had crossed the goal line, so Murport"
.
Miss Golden Tarkington and Mrs. ray was penalized on the Melte)
quote them:
Chairman Mosley said an intens- "Sometimes I sin glad I am not Travis Kennedy.
- McKenzie, early in the fourth
and
Mre, Adolphus Lassiter
rich
,ive organiz.nisn drive among the
period carried the ball ou-series
OAT liesopt, Alton, 5,7
Democratic votera of the State Is it a singular thing to say? ' children. Betty and Lenda, visit- of pass plays and end
to a
_Arose twin' tee gig for
ed Mrs. Fred Orr, Saturday after-, first down on Murray's 30. Ksch,
IS. burgh fin Ileb took
noon.
him Sr..• Itt•,
McKenzie back, gained a first on
Ruby Orr spent the. week-end Murray's 15. Beackburn. fullback.
with Mrs. Rebecca Paschall ' and pie -o -Murray's nine. Eseh.
family.
•
On an eift-ekle play on which he
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Orr were in re,:ertea
a cut-back. scored
'Murray on business Saturday.
1,snd
taing' up.
Captain Marshall
ADMISSION-10c and 16c
Mr. and Mrs:Leroy Kuykendall, for McKenzie rap around end on
Mr, and Mrs. One KuzekainTall and,a double-reverse for the extra.
children. Sylvia, Doris. Lottie -Mae. point, 'making -the game 13-7.
Harold Lloyd. and Junior, visited
The -Tigere rang up 19 Win
1 T. Tophly (Guinn trothi
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Paschall 'Sun- !downs
to 6 for the visitors. They
Ir•ri)
w•ri running
day. Afternoon visitors' were Misses completed_ 7 out of .17 passes: . 8
— Nil An shipipini
Wilma - and- Patiline Paschall.. end ! were incomplete, and 2 were interIra Ing's 440
Mildred Nance. •
ceptel. . McKenzie completed 2
Miss Bernice Kuykendall visited out of 7 passes. Murray was penAMA
p by
Miss Ruthic Lee Fletcher Satur- alized 35 yards and McKenzie 5,
Herbgrt 1. Lauds
JOSEPH ALLEN, Jr. • ELIZABETH PATTERSON
HAYWARD
•
SUSAN
day night
ger.0
Norman McKenzie. former star
•PWA hands have been building center on the Murray College
A
LOCKHART
•
CHARLES
BICKFORD • Directed by Alfred Wei
GENE
levees near Will PaSehall , an. I Thoroughbred' football team. coach.
20thCeiighwy:Fo:,ZZ:
Clint Tarkington places and- the ea the McKenzie team. '
gravel haulers have , been busy The game here Friday night
transporting gravel.
1 against a conference foe. will
Frank Poyner, Telliss Orr. and ' begin at 7:30. Dawson Springs is
'"?!areefettafer
.Dorris Lampkins had a car wreck [; reported' to have been working
Saturday night. Frank got two ribs •,(„eleesly in preparation 'Tor the
broken and-other bruises. and Tel- [ Murray game. but Coach., Holland
lus Orr and Dorris .Lampkins were of MdOrray hopes to -steal their.
White man's jutice against Rod
also bruised.. They were able to thunder with thunder of his:OWfl. •
Man's
terror! Static ..Startfjpg.,...e;oti7A
be out Sunday, huwever.—Happy Jack
Thrills on the pioneer trail!..
PIE St:Pleylit
; ,-Filrn strips on latest Methods of•
There
will
beve pie supper SatPee
fanning, as shown by Hart..cou
f urdayrsitieht,
, at— -the - Maceddnia
men- and- WOmen,- are being Melons of many different variet s'school, it waS announced todpy-bv
were tested by Boone county farm- the instrticter;
ers in taste, size and wilt-resisit pass to read OtIr CLASSIFIEDS.
with
tant qualities

Young Democrats Over State
To. Support Keen Johnson

"Boys, We're Gonna Be Rich!"

A

•

Stella Gossip

the River.

Lomon
Is Arrested On
Forgery Charges

4.

i

.Protemus Palaver

Its Memory

TIGERS READY

COLDS

-Sycamore Center

RSI

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

TODAY AND FRIDAY

BOB BURNS

CA PIT

SATURDAY and SUNDAY

LEO
'CARRILLO
MARJORIE WEAVER
SPRING
KANE BYINGTON
RICHMOND

LEADING
CITIZEN"

SATURDAY ONLY

NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

.BLAZING SANDS..A

ete

•

MARY ASTOR
JOEL McCREA

NOT AN AIR SHOW!
—but an air show in creationl— before a
madman director buyinq thrills with death!
• C;

DOORS OPEN AT 10:45 A. M

FOR HAPPINESS AND HEALTH
TINi'United States Government ?Kamm tmeis cad protects
bons •splottation the curative waters of Hot Springs
National Park, Arkansas. They or* used with amar
lag success in the treatment of neuritis, arthritis,
and similar ills that sap energy. The Combinehen of dealing ih• water, taking the baths,
and onioying P4-4 sports that abound at
Hot Springs is the way thousands rak•
to recover tseolth and pea.

•
STOP AT THE RENOWNED

GO
ROBERT BARRAT • DOUGLAS WALTON
ROBERT COOTE • NOAH BEERY lr.
Guinn Williams • Andy Clyde

Just
stf

-"ma pee

step right up and ask

Oliver Quetta; the Human

(very human) Encyclopedia
sleuth...he knows

and super

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

all the answers

from murder
to matrimony!
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too .4,
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Etpetteoctril tymelen to Stiotes
have lotted their hotel problems.
The Am/twain motridm ii LaUltiOa
COnvenient to ell pamts ol interest
end to ell transportation,end that.
15 Inc a(commod•borts st prices
that do sot irYietyt any socatc•
of comfort or temice.Ahmri
food tht Arne/icon

0,00,0 eectot Oslo
ty 4)10,%0 .1
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PAat• your stay one of added enjoyment.
Stop as thu Lestreen 14•4•I. This popaier hostelry ii located at the hood of Bath House
tow hi Its *wit PtittaNt Pori. It otters quiet relax°.
lion, yet is convenient to ivory OCtiVily and recreational
feature in Hot Springs. t00 Rooms- from 11.50 single.

ROOM WITH BATH S158

C
.

SivrNtm STIMT AND
mAncii 804AlvARD

MOST CONVENIENT SPOT IN
s

MGR
HAIRY /4
GANAGI AND
PARKING LeCititill&

Ti.

LOUIS

H r,liAr./Y MANNING. PrPi _SOUTHWEST

HOT SPRINGS
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CHAIVIP110111

HOTELS INC

LYNNE OVERMAN -VIRGINIA DALE

NATICNAL PARK
ARKANSAS

JOSEPH ALLEN, Jr. • DONALD O'CONNOR
SUSAN PALEY • ROBERT PAIGE
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